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FOREWORD

A 6-month study was performed to establish a reference design of an OMR

for marine propulsion, to estimate costs and schedules for a research and

development program, and to perform an economic analysis based on the refer-

ence design.

The reference design is presented in this report, NAA-SR-1851; the engi-

neering drawings are given in a separate document entitled "Supplement to

NAA-SR-1851". The economic analysis is given in NAA-SR-1879. The research

and development program is presented in NAA-SR-1880.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a reference design of an organic.moderated and

cooled reactor for the propulsion of a 38,000-dwt tanker. The results of a

preliminary investigation of an alternate core design are given. This alternate

core design is based on a flat radial thermal neutron flux concept. An estimate

of personnel requirements for start-up and operation of this tanker are included.

This study has shown that the OMR concept is a promising approach to

supertanker operation because of exceptional safety characteristics, ease of

operation, and economic potential.
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I. SUMMARY

The OMR power plant is designed to supply the following simultaneous power

requirements for a 38,000 -dwt tankship:

1. 20,000 shaft horsepower for propulsion.

2. 1500 kilowatts of ships service electrical power and auxiliary propulsion

equipment power.

3. 36,500 lb/hr of process steam.

The nuclear power plant presented for this application is a heterogeneous,

thermal, organic moderated and cooled reactor with a thermal power output of

70 Mw. The moderator-coolant is a mixture of terphenyl isomers. Fuel elements

are of the aluminum-clad plate type containing uranium of 1.58 per cent enrich-

ment. The reactor core contains 260 fuel elements and 16 control-safety rods

driven in thimbles from beneath the core. The core is reflected on all sides by

iron and terphenyl. The maximum fuel element burnup has been taken as

4000 Mwd/ton, which allows a core life of 15 months. Refueling is by means of

a concentric -eccentric upper plug in the reactor and a fuel removal coffin. The

reactor shield material is petroleum oil, lead, boral, and iron. Use of petroleum

oil permits a complete carbon steel system.

Heat is removed from the core by upflow of coolant through the elements and

is transferred, by means of two coolant loops, to two steam generators. One

coolant pump in each loop moves approximately 12,000 gpm of coolant through the

system. The core inlet and outlet coolant temperatures are 5800 F and 6220 F,

respectively. Steam is produced at 450 psia and 5800* F, which is used for propul-

sion by means of a high pressure and a low pressure steam turbine and also for

auxiliary steam demands. The power plant control system is designed for constant

steam pressure at varying loads.

Standby power is provided by two 1000-kva diesel-generators. Auxiliary

propulsive power is provided by two 400-kw motors coupled to the main propulsion

gear box.

The results are presented of a preliminary investigation to determine the

advantages and problems involved in designing a reactor core with the thermal

neutron flux level constant radially. This flat flux concept has sufficient potential,

in weight savings and fuel cost reduction, that additional work is warranted.
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II. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this study are to obtain a preliminary design of an organic

moderated and cooled reactor power plant for propulsion of a marine tanker and

to estimate the personnel training and plant start-up requirements. The duration

of this study is 6 months.

The tanker chosen for this application is similar to the tankers built for

Grand Bassa Tankers, Inc. , by Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Co. , in

1952-1954. This ship is of the supertanker class with a dead weight tonnage of

38,000. The power requirements for this ship, and for which the reactor plant

has been designed, are:

Shaft horsepower, maximum 22,000

Shaft horsepower, normal 20,000

Electrical hotel load and auxiliary 1,500
power (kw)

Butterworth heating and pumping (lb/hr) 27,800

Auxiliary non-propulsive steam require- 8,640
ments (lb/hr)

The normal shaft horsepower output, hotel load, auxiliary power, Butterworth

heating and pumping, and non-propulsive steam requirements are simultaneous

requirements.

The J. J. Henry Co. , Inc. , marine engineers and naval architects, acted

as consultants and supplied the information of a marine engineering nature which

was necessary for the design. Unfortunately, the short duration of the study pre-

cluded the incorporation into the design of some of the information which was

supplied by the J. J. Henry Co. This information will be included in any subse-

quent work on this project.

The vessel in this design is a single-screw tanker, with forecastle, amid-

ships house, and poop house. The vessel is subdivided by watertight and oiltight

transverse and longitudinal bulkheads to form cargo tanks for the purpose of

carrying petroleum products, Grade "A" and lower. Fuel oil tanks are not re-

quired except that reserved for diesel oil.

II-1
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The wing tanks Nos. 4 and 6 port and starboard are reserved for clean

ballast. It is intended that cargo oil be excluded from these tanks; the remaining

cubic capacity of No. 1 through No. 11 tanks is more than sufficient for the car -

riage of full cargo dead weight of crude oil. For service as a light product

(gasoline) tanker, the Nos. 4 and 6 wings could be converted to cargo tanks and

the resulting cubic capacity would be sufficient for the carriage of full cargo dead

weight. Cargo dead weight is not affected by length of voyage since fuel oil is not

required.

Machinery spaces are located aft.

The reactor compartment is at the forward end of the machinery space..

This compartment contains the reactor, the primary coolant system, the steam

generators and steam superheaters. The compartment is heavily shielded and the

entire structure with associated equipment is supported on a system of floors and

girders in the double-bottom underneath.

A cofferdam space is arranged around the sides and ends of the reactor

compartment and it is intended to store diesel oil (or salt water ballast) in these

spaces as a final shield between the reactor room and the inhabited spaces.

Consideration was given to the use of cargo oil for portions of the biological

shield. However, for the following reasons, it was not included in the present

design:

1. The necessity of having these tanks sea water compensated, with the

possibility of contamination of the cargo oil.

2. The necessity of having cargo oil tanks and tank surfaces in the upper

reactor compartment and engine room space.

3. The possibility of listing of the ship upon draining of the shielding tanks.

4. The space which could be used as cargo shielding is profitably used for

the placement of equipment relating to the operation of the reactor.

Because of the possibility of increased carrying capability if cargo oil could

be used as a portion of the shield, the possibility should be reconsidered in sub-

sequent studies, especially those concerning relocation of the reactor compart-

ment.

Spaces outboard of the reactor room and above the reactor room are sub-

divided and assigned to services primarily associated with the reactor, which

11-2 3



include the primary coolant pump motors, moisture separators, control rooms,

and purification room.

The main propelling turbines are located aft of the reactor compartment and

receive their steam from the superheaters within the reactor compartment.

The main cargo pump room is located forward of the reactor compartment.

The main cargo pumps are vertical turbine driven, exhausting to the auxiliary

condenser in the engine compartment.

Two casings are provided above the engine compartments. The forward

casing is arranged for the installation of a crane which will handle the refueling

coffins aboard ship. At the forward end of this casing is a hatch located on the

boat deck for access by a shoreside crane for lifting the transfer coffins. The

after casing is intended as access for the main turbines and gears and as space

for the location of lube oil gravity tanks and deaerating feed heater.

The reactor power plant (Dwg. 1) described herein has been designed for

a thermal power output of 70,000 kilowatts. The reactor utilizes a high boiling

point hydrocarbon, terphenyl, as the moderator and coolant. The advantages of

this type of reactor are:

1. Low pressure operation - The low vapor pressure of terphenyl at oper-

ating temperatures permits the use of low pressure vessels and piping,

which decreases the equipment weight and cost. In this design, the

operating pressure of the primary coolant loop is 35 psig and the system

design pressure is 150 psig.

2. Low neutron absorption or activation - Because the terphenyl contains

primarily carbon and hydrogen, it has low neutron absorption. Such

impurities as are usually found in the polyphenyls give negligible acti-

vation. Thus, the biological shielding requirements around the heat

exchange equipment are small, which results in low shield material

costs and weights.

3. Small core - The terphenyl has a hydrogen density of 3.24 x 1022 atoms/cc,

which results in a small reactor core and subsequent savings in shield

weights and costs.

4. Negligible corrosion - Because the terphenyl as a nonpolar compound

has a negligible chemical affinity for metals, the use of stainless steel
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and other expensive construction materials is not required; carbon steel

is used throughout this design.

5. Negligible fuel-coolant reaction - The terphenyl does not react violently

with uranium. Thus, no chemical reaction hazard exists in the event of

a rupture of the fuel cladding.

6. No water-coolant reaction - The terphenyl differs from other coolants,

such as sodium, in that it does not react violently with water. This

characteristic eliminates the necessity for using an elaborate heat

exchange design.

7. Negative temperature coefficient of reactivity - Neutron moderation by

fluids is an inherent safety feature, since with proper design it provides

a negative temperature coefficient of reactivity.

Each of the above advantages applies to organic moderated and coolednuclear

reactors in general but they are of special interest in maritime application, where

low system weights and inherent safety hold additional importance. In addition to

the favorable characteristics listed above, the terphenyl also possesses some

unfavorable properties which are inherent in most organic compounds. The most

important disadvantages are:

1. Low thermal conductivity - Because of its low thermal conductivity,

terphenyl is a poorer heat transfer medium than water, thus

increased flow rates and heat transfer area are required.

2. Radiolytic and pyrolytic stability - A small amount of gas evolution and

polymerization of the fluid occurs under reactor operating conditions.

The evolved gases, primarily hydrogen and methane, are continuously

purified, the damaged polymer removed, and new terphenyl added to

the system. This necessity for purification and replacement amounts

to approximately 0.30 mill/shp/hr of operation.

The reactor core consists of 260 fuel elements and 16 control-safety rods

spaced on a 4-in. square lattice. The fuel elements are box type, consisting of

eleven aluminum-clad uranium plates of 1.58 per cent enrichment. During

operation the fuel elements are in steel guide channels within the core. The core

is contained in a pressure vessel which also contains the iron thermal shield.

The control-safety rods are bottom-drive type rods, operating in steel thimbles

within the core. Coolant enters the core bottom plenum by means of two inlet
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pipes, passes through the fuel elements, moderator regions, and around the

thermal shield and leaves the core tank by means of two outlet pipes. The coolant

then flows to the primary coolant pump, superheater, evaporator, and back to the

reactor. Steam is generated at 450 psia and 5800 F.
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III. DESIGN PARAMETERS

SHIP

Length, over-all

Length, B.P.

Length, L. W. L. at summer draft

Breadth, molded

Depth, molded, to upper deck at side

Draft, summer, keel

Draft, tropical, keel

Draft, winter, keel

Draft, winter North Atlantic, keel

Displacement, total (long tons, summer draft)

Displacement, total (long tons, 36-ft keel draft)

Displacement, total (long tons, winter N. A. )

Displacement, total (long tons, tropical)

Light ship weight, (long tons)

Dead weight, (long tons)

Cargo oil capacity, excluding Nos. 4 and 5 wings

Cargo oil capacity, including Nos. 4 and 5 wings

Tons per inch, summer draft

Shaft horsepower, normal

Shaft horsepower, maximum

Sea speed, average fully loaded and ballasted

REACTOR

Thermal power output

Core diameter

Core length

Core constituents, per cent by volume

Uranium

Aluminum

Iron (rods in)

Iron (rods out)

707 ft

677 ft

688 ft 4-1/4 in.

93 ft

48 ft 6 in.

36 ft 7-9/16 in.

37 ft 4-11/16 in.

35 ft 10-7/16 in.

35 ft 3-9/16 in.

49,636

48,690

47,644

50,776

11,860

38,000

296,500 bbls

329,200 bbls

125

20,000

22,000

18

70 Mw

72 in.

72 in.

14.07

14.48

2.11

2.43

III-1
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REACTOR (Continued)

Terphenyl

Control rods (80% Ni, 12% Cr, 4.5% Fe,

2%B)

Voids (rods in)

Voids (rods out)

Nickel

Coolant - moderator

Reflector - thermal shield

Fuel element lattice spacing

Number of fuel elements

Number of control-safety rods

Number of fuel plates per element

Plate spacing

Plate dimensions (active)

Fast diffusion coefficient

Thermal diffusion coefficient

Resonance escape probability

Fermi age

Thermal diffusion length

Average fuel burnup

Average fuel burnup

Core life at 0.80 plant factor

Initial enrichment

Depleted enrichment

Conversion ratio, average

Fuel element disadvantage factor

Axial average-to-peak thermal flux

Radial average-to-peak thermal flux

Reflector savings

Uranium in core

U235 in core

Grams Pu239 per kg Uranium (b 1440 Mwd/st

Ratio of Pu240 to Pu23 @ 1440 Mwd/st

67.85

0.39

0.95

1.03

0.15

Terphenyl

6 in. of iron

4 in. by 4 in.

260

16

11

Variable

0. 100 in. by 2.5 in. by 72 in.

1. 114 cm

0.522 cm

0.798

76.30 cm2

16.93 cm2

1440 Mwd/st

11.8%

15 months

1.58 atomic %
1.38 atomic %

0.58

1.34

1.41

1.45

12.0 cm

15,700 kg

245.0 kg

0.99

3.2%
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REACTOR (Continued)

Temperature coefficient

Clean core

Poisoned core

Poisoned and depleted core

Average thermal neutron flux in fuel

Clean core

Most probable thermal neutron energy

-1.17 x 10-4 Ak/OC

-1.10 x 10~ Ak/*C

-1.05 x 10-4 Ak/*C

1.1 x 1013 n/cm2-sec

0.05 ev

SHIELDING

Core -top

Terphenyl

Boral

Iron

Insulation

Lead

Core -bottom

Terphenyl

Iron

Insulation

Lead

Boral

Polyethylene

Core-radial

Iron

Terphenyl

Insulation

Organic

Lead

Boral

Reactor compartment - top

Iron

Lead

76.5 in.

0.25 in.

9 in.

6 in.

7.6 in.

25 in.

9.6 in.

6.0 in.

6.0 in.

0.25 in.

6.0 in.

8.0 in.

6.0 in.

6.0 in.

61.5 in.

8.0 in.

0.25 in.

1.0 in.

3.0 in.
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SHIELDING (Continued)

Reactor compartment-sides

Iron

Diesel oil

Purification System

Iron

1.0 in.

36.0 in.

1.0 in. -2.0 in.

HEAT TRANSFER

Maximum bulk coolant velocity between
fuel plates

Reactor coolant inlet temperature

Maximum fuel plate surface temperature

Fraction of heat generated in fuel plates

Fraction of total flow through moderator

region

Hot channel factors

Applied to coolant temperature rise

Applied to film temperature drop

Maximum film heat transfer coefficient

Maximum heat flux

Required fuel plate heat transfer area

Average heat flux

Bulk outlet temperature from reactor

Total flow rate through reactor

Friction pressure drop in fuel element

Steam temperature

Steam pressure

Steam flow, maximum

15 ft/sec

580 0 F

750 * F

0.91

0.06

1.145

1.370

1,066 Btu/hr-ft2 2F

117,000 Btu/hr-ft 2

7,350 ft 2

33,800 Btu/hr-ft 2

6220 F

22,260 gpm (6000 F)

6.9 psi

580 0 F

450 psia

230,000 lb/hr

PURIFICATION SYSTEM

Process flow rate,

Distillate flow rate

Replenishment rate

175 lb/hr

123 lb/hr

52 lb/hr

111-4 10



GAS EVOLUTION

Radiolytic gas evolution rate

Nitrogen purge rate

11

10.5 scfh

2. 0 scfh
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IV. REACTOR

A. GENERAL

The reactor design was approached with two concepts in mind: (1) a uni-

formly loaded thermal reactor containing slightly enriched uranium fuel and

(2) a reactor with uniform thermal neutron flux in all elements. The latter con-

cept was investigated because it had the potential of a reduced core size, decreased

shielding weights, and increased core life before core reloading. The system

design, however, is based on the uniformly loaded core because of the preliminary

nature of the investigation concerning the flat thermal neutron flux concept.

Preliminary reactor cell calculations indicated that the optimum lattice

spacing was 4 in. by 4 in. on a square array. with the present 11-plate fuel ele-

ment. The fuel element design was established with the plates non-uniformly

spaced, to obtain the most power from each fuel element and to reduce the fuel

element thermal stresses. Using the above fuel element design, thermodynamic

calculations set the core diameter and length at 72 in. , based on a core thermal

output of 70 Mw, maximum fuel element surface temperature of 750 * F, and

maximum coolant velocity of 15 ft/sec. Based on these core constituents and

core size, the fuel enrichment was established to be 1.58 per cent for a 15-month

core life. Control-rod worth calculations resulted in the use of 16 rods having

shutdown reactivity of 4.5 per cent. To keep the reactor operating floor free of

control rod drive units and to refuel without dismantling the drive units, the

control-safety rods were chosen to be bottom-drive type rods.

The neutron moderating material of the reactor primary shield was chosen

to be a liquid rather than solid because of the relative inexpensiveness of the

liquid, ease of heat removal using a liquid shield, and ease of replacement. The

shielding liquid selected was a low melting point, inexpensive hydrocarbon heat

transfer medium (petroleum oil), rather than water. This liquid was selected

because of the following reasons:

1. Lower vapor pressure of the hydrocarbon, resulting in operation at

reduced pressures.

2. Non-corrosive nature of the hydrocarbon, which allows the use of

carbon steel containers without expensive demineralizer units.

IV-112



The hydrocarbon is not as effective a neutron shield as is water, but this

disadvantage is more than compensated for by the savings in equipment cost. The

remainder of the primary shield consists of lead, boral, and iron.

The cofferdams around the reactor compartment are utilized as diesel oil

storage space and also as the compartment radiation shield, to save weight and

space.

A single pump was chosen to pump the hydrocarbon in each of two loops.

In this way, the reactor compartment arrangement is simplified and the compart-

ment size and piping stresses are decreased. The coolant flows in each of the

loops to a steam superheater and evaporator, which are vertically mounted for

direct maintenance from the reactor operating floor. An independent standby

cooling loop is provided.

A purification system for the primary coolant operates continuously at a

flow rate of 175 lb/hr. New coolant is added to the system and damaged polymer

removed from the system at a rate of 52 lb/hr. For a 40-day voyage, the new

coolant necessary is approximately 16 long tons, which costs approximately

$5600. The damaged polymer, with an activity level of 6 x 10-2 ,ic/cc, is dumped

overboard in steel drums at appropriate areas in the sea.

B. NUCLEAR PARAMETERS

The maritime OMR critical problem is treated by two-group three-region

diffusion theory, with transport corrections for the fuel plate disadvantage factor.

The model consists of one multiplying and two reflector regions. The mathematics

for the critical solution are given in Reference 1. The multiplication factors

necessary for criticality were obtained by means of a IBM 704 code and are plotted

in Fig. 1 as a function of enrichment. A factor for fuel element removal was

added to the values of k (critical) to account for control rod positions.

The calculation of the material multiplication factor is accomplished by an

IBM 704 code specifically developed for the OMR program. This code takes into

account an internally moderated cell and has corrections for doppler effect, fuel

plate and cell disadvantage factors, temperature variations, effective surface in

resonance group, and corrected hydrogen cross sections for the bound hydrogen

in the organic. The explanation of the mathematics is given in NAA-SR-MEMO-1842.

IV-2 13
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Eighteen values of the material multiplication factor were determined for

variations in temperature, enrichment, poisons, and depletion. The effect of

these variations can be noted in Fig. 1, where the multiplication factor for the

clean, poisoned, and poisoned-depleted cases is plotted at two temperatures as

a function of enrichment. The fission product poisoning is based on an average

flux of 1. 1 x 1013 n/cm2-sec and is taken as the average axial flux to compensate

for the higher poisoning at the reactor center. The burnup is considered to be

4000 Mwd/ton maximum and 1435 Mwd/ton average based on a fuel element dis-

advantage factor of 1.34, axial peak-to-average of 1.41, and radial peak-to-average

of 1.45. With an estimated plant factor of 0.8, the core life is 15 months. The

depletion of the fuel is accounted for by altering the fission and absorption cross

sections of the fuel and considering the conversion of non-fissionable material.

Pertinent nuclear design parameters are presented in Sect. III. The infinite

multiplication factor at 6000 F with the 1.58 per cent enriched core is 1.162

(Fig. 1). For equilibrium xenon and samarium poisoning, 3.57 per cent reactivity
Ak

( )is provided, and 1.07 per cent is provided for fuel depletion. The peak tran-
sient xenon effect following shutdown from full power ranges from an additional

0.70 to 0.95 per cent depending on fuel depletion. The transient xenon can always

be overriddenby reducing the terphenyl temperature sufficiently, because 2.9 per

cent Ak is available by a 300* F reduction (or 1.9 per cent by a 2000 F reduction).

C. FUEL ELEMENTS

1. Fabrication - A major portion of the nuclear plant fuel costs is that

associated with fabrication of the elements. In an effort to increase the neutron

economy, the fuel element design has been based on the use of aluminum for the

cladding material. To reduce fabrication costs, the cladding and side plates are

of extruded construction to form a mechanically assembled fuel element. Within

the core, the fuel elements fit within steel guide channels which act as guides

during fuel changing and provide lateral support for the fuel element during opera-

tion. These steel channels are composed of 0.050-in. thick steel sheet, perforated

to remove approximately 50 per cent of the material.

The uranium portion of the fuel plate will be formed either of wrought metal

or of uranium metal powder compact. The wrought metal plate results in a lower

fabrication cost, but it is estimated that the powder compact plate can be subjected
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to a greater fuel burnup because of decreased grain orientation. The decision

concerning which plate should be used will be made after information is ob-

tained from experimental in-pile tests of both types of plate. The dimensions

of each plate are 0.100 in. in thickness, 2.500 in. wide, and 72 in. long (refer

to Dwg. 2).

The fuel element consists essentially of a mechanical assembly, which

decreases the fuel element assembly time and costs. The two aluminum side

plates which hold eleven fuel plates are extruded shapes which accommodate

the dovetail edges of the fuel plates. The extruded side plates also have

grooves to accommodate two non-fuel-bearing end plates which are brazed to

the side plates at completion of the assembly. The dovetail joints have toler-

ances such that galling should not occur during assembly and they should serve

to decrease thermal stresses in the element during operation because of the

varying heat generation rates in the different plates. The assembly of the fuel

element will be accomplished by inserting eleven fuel plates into the side

plates, inserting the two non-fuel bearing end plates and brazing the end plates

within an appropriate fixture. Keyways are milled in both side plates at the

top and bottom and the keys are inserted and spot welded to eliminate axial

movement of the plates.

A guide fixture is plug welded to the bottom of the fuel assembly to allow

for easy insertion of the element into the core, to act as a flow transition piece,

and as a holder for the orifice plate. The guide fixture is specified as cast

aluminum.

The upper end of the fuel element contains the fuel element locking and

lifting device and the upper flow transition piece. This upper fixture is of cast

and machined steel. It consists of a square steel member which is plug welded

to the fuel box. It contains a seat for resting on the upper grid plate and holds

the fuel element lifting and lock mechanism. The lifting and lock mechanism

consists of a spring-loaded piston which forces two balls outward through accom-

modating holes against the lower surface of the top grid plate. In this design,

the spring is added as a safety feature because the piston itself is sufficiently

heavy to force the balls outward against the force of the upward flowing coolant.
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Only one motion is necessary to unlock and remove the fuel element from the core.

When the fuel element is to be removed, the lifting mechanism is pulled upward

against the spring force, the balls are pulled inward, and the element can then be

removed. This procedure permits the use of a simplified fuel handling coffin

design.

2. Heat Transfer - Nuclear considerations required fuel element spacing

which results in a non-uniform heat generation rate across a cross section of the

fuel element, that is, the plates toward the center of the fuel element generate

less heat than plates toward the outer edge. Uniform spacing of the plates would

provide equal cooling of all plates when there is a uniform pressure difference

across the ends of the element. A variable plate spacing is used to provide a

reduction in the relative cooling as required by the central plates. It is desirable

to provide only sufficient cooling for each plate to prevent the maximum surface

temperature from exceeding some prescribed safe operating level. The mass

flow rate can then be reduced for a given power output, resulting in a higher bulk

temperature rise and less pumping power. Further, variable plate spacing can

improve the temperature distribution throughout the element, from a thermal stress

viewpoint.

The fuel element consists of 11 plates of uniform thickness equal to

0. 140 inch, approximately 2.6 in. wide, and 72 in. long. The distance between

inactive end plates was fixed at 2.9 in.

The axial neutron flux distribution results in a peak-to-average power in

the axial direction of 1.41, assuming a symmetrical cosine distribution of power

and a reflector savings of 12 cm. The heat generation distribution in the lateral

direction perpendicular to the planes of the plates has been estimated on the basis

of the disadvantage factor of a homogenized cylinder of equivalent mass densities.

With this disadvantage factor, the flux distribution across the rectangular fuel

element was obtained by means of the equation in Fig. 2.

Secondary flow in the thin rectangular passages was assumed to be ineffectual

in causing mixing of the coolant. Accordingly, it was assumed that no mixing

occurs as the coolant traverses the length of the passage. Therefore, the

equation (Reference 2)
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2qaL rlL -
Ts - T = L1+ a2+ sin-

rtvpC(L/Lo) 2 Lo

may be used to describe the heat transfer for any differential width of the rectan-

gular passage, where:

Tsnax = maximum surface temperature

T1 = inlet coolant temperature

= maximum heat flux

L = length of passage

t = thickness of coolant passage

p = density of coolant

C = specific heat of coolant

L/Lo = axial "chopping ratio"

rrtvpC L/Lo
a =

2h0 L

V = bulk coolant velocity

h0 = heat transfer coefficient at point of maximum surface temperature

The Sieder-Tate correlation (Reference 3) was used to evaluate ho. The velocity

of the coolant was taken as being proportional to passage thickness to the 2/3 power,

based on equal friction pressure drop in all passages.

On the basis of no mixing, the maximum surface temperature of the plates

occurs near the side plates where the heat generation in any one plate is a maxi-

mum. Therefore, the determination of plate spacing is based upon the estimated

heat generation near the side plates.

The plate spacing resulting from this calculation is 0.096 in., 0.099 in. ,

0.105 in. , 0.115 in. , 0.130 in. , and 0.135 in. , measured successively outward

from the central plate of the element to the end plate.

With the fuel element specification as noted above, the number of fuel ele-

ments necessary and the necessary flow rate were determined. This information

is given in Sect. Ill. The coolant flow rate was determined with the assumption

that the elements are orificed radially to obtain a maximum bulk outlet temperature

while maintaining a maximum plate temperature of 7500 F.
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3. Stress - The problem of creep of the aluminum at elevated temperature

was investigated. The weight of a uranium fuel plate is approximately 12 lb, and

the weight of a fuel element not including the steel top fixture is approximately

150 lb. The upward force on the fuel element that is caused by coolant flow is

approximately 4.5 lb/plate or 50 lb/element. The minimum aluminum shear area

per plate is 11.5 sq in. , and the minimum tensile area per element is 0.90 sq in.

The maximum aluminum shearing stress per plate is then approximately 1 psi at

the dovetail joints. The tensile stress ir the aluminum side plates is then 160 psi.

Experimental creep strength values for aluminum 2S-0 at 840 * F indicate a creep

of 0.5 per cent in 20,000 hours at a constant stress of 200 psi. If the stress con-

dition in the OMR fuel element were 200 psi - 840 * F, this creep would not be

objectionable. In all probability the creep will be less than 0.5 per cent, because

the fuel element operates for approximately 15,000 hours at 7500 F rather than

20,000 hours at 8400 F,and at a stress of 160 psi rather than 200 psi.

D. REACTOR TANK (Refer to Dwg. 3)

The reactor tank has an inside diameter of 100 in. and has an over-all

height of 18 ft 4 in. The tank wall is constructed of 1-in. steel, type ASTM A-103

Grade B, for design conditions of 150 psig at 750 * F. The reactor tank will be

hydrostatically tested at 300 psig.

The top head of the tank is attached with a bolted flanged connection. The

flanged joint is sealed by means of a replaceable "flexitalic" gasket. The tank

flange is made up of steel plates and lead, with a built-up angle welded to the top

surface to provide the connecting flange for attaching the head. In addition, the

tank flange provides a bearing surface for the top shield plugs, support for the

shield rotating mechanism and the necessary shielding in the area between the

reactor tank and the shielding tank.

Two 18-in. coolant inlet lines enter the reactor tank near the bottom and

two 18-in. outlet lines are located above the top grid plate. A 6-in. ventilation

line will enter the tank just below the tank flange. The lines entering the top

head of the tank are a 1-in. nitrogen line and six 1-in. cooling lines for the top

shield plugs.

Sixteen regulating and control-safety rod thimbles penetrate the reactor

tank through the lower head of the tank. These thimbles extend through steel

sleeves which are welded to the lower head.
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The reactor tank is supported by a skirt which is welded to the lower head

and bears on a ring girder at the bottom. Radial slots are provided in the ring

girder to mesh with cleats welded to the base of the reactor tank skirt. The design

provides for both radial and vertical thermal expansion of the tank.

E. MODERATOR-COOLANT

The coolant and moderator used in this design is an aromatic hydrocarbon

which consists of approximately 13 per cent ortho-terphenyl, 60 per cent meta-

terphenyl and 27 per cent para-terphenyl. The mixture has a melting point in the

range 149 * to 2400 F, depending on the composition of the mixture. Other thermal

and physical properties of the coolant are shown in Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6. The high

melting point of the above mixture requires that all equipment be steam traced or

wrapped with induction heaters. A new mixture of terphenyl isomers is now under

test in the NAA-20 In-Pile Loop at the MTR which has the same properties as the

terphenyl used in this design except for a lower melting point. Thus, it is pos-

sible that heating equipment may not be required, which would result in decreased

plant costs and increased reliability.

The three isomeric terphenyls (C6 H5 C 6 H4 C6 H5 ), formula weight 230.29, occur

in the form of white crystalline solids when pure. The commercial grades are light

yellow. Following is a table of physical properties of pure terphenyls (Reference 4):

TABLE 1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PURE TERPHENYLS

Melting Point Boiling Point Crystal
Isomeric C *C Form

Ortho-terphenyl 57 332 Prisms Slightly soluble in cold
methanol, very soluble
in benzene, acetone,
and chloroform.

Meta-terphenyl 87 365 Needles Slightly soluble in hot
alcohol, soluble in
benzene, ether, and
acetic acid.

Para-terphenyl 213 376 Monoclinic Slightly soluble in boil-
prisms ing benzene or boiling

ether, insoluble in

boiling alcohol.
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The following table (Reference 4) together with the curves (Reference 5)

represent the physical properties of commercial grade terphenyl:

TABLE 2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIAL GRADE TERPHENYL

a eh b PMixed Isomeric
OTerphenyl M- M-Terphenylb P-Terphenylc Terphenyls

Melting range, C 50-55 75-85 200 -215 60-145

Distillation range, C 330-341 368-378 381-388 364-418

Density at 25* C 1. 14 1. 164 1. 236 1. 133

Flash point, *C 171 207 207 191

Flame point, *C 193 229 238 238

Dielectric constant at 2. 54 2. 62 -- 2. 58
100 C and 1000 cycles

Resistivity at 100* C, 8200 x 109 2600 x 109 30 x 109c 140, 000 x 109
ohm-cm

a - contains some m-terphenyl

b - contains some o- and p-terphenyl

c - at 250 * C

The following table (Reference

terphenyls:

4) lists the solubility of commercial grade

TABLE 3

SOLUBILITY OF COMMERCIAL GRADE TERPHENYLS

Grams ofTerphenylPer 100 ml of Solvent

0-Terphenyl I M-Terphenyl P -Terphenyl

Solvent 25C | 50 0 C 25*C I 70 C I 25*C 750*C

3A Alcohol 6 23 1 7 0.01 0.2

Stoddard solvent -- -- 3 62 0.2 1. 1

Trichlorbenzene 315 520 30 245 0. 8 6.6

Turpentine 250 540 4. 5 86 0. 2 1. 2

Benzene 308 540 30 380 0.9 5.9
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The flammability of polyphenyls as a function of temperature and subdivision

is listed in the following table (Reference 5):

TABLE 4

FLAMMABILITY OF POLYPHENYLS

Physical State

Solid (flakes and large chunks)

Solid (dust suspended in air)

Liquid (near melting point)

Liquid (near boiling point)

Remarks

The solid polyphenyl is difficult to ignite

by open flame. Because it must melt in

order to burn, the lower the melting point

the easier it is to ignite. The flame is

very sooty.

The explosive properties of polyphenyl

dust suspended in air were determined by

the U. S. Bureau of Mines. The minimum

explosive concentration is 0.035 ounce per

cubic foot. Ignition can be produced by

open flame, by weak electric sparks, and

by hot surfaces over 11500 F.

The vapor pressure near the melting point

is usually low, eo that ignition by flame

is difficult.

Easily ignited by flame. Burns with sooty

flame.

F. REFLECTOR-THERMAL SHIELD (Refer to Dwg. 3)

The reactor core is reflected on the sides by 1 inch of terphenyl, 2 inches

of iron, 2 inches of terphenyl, and 4 inches of iron. The core is reflected on the

bottom by 4 inches of terphenyl, 2 inches of iron, 4 inches of terphenyl, and

4 inches of iron. The core is reflected on top by 76 inches of terphenyl. The

radial reflector consists of two concentric iron shells separated by terphenyl cool-

ing channels. The bottom reflector consists of two separated disks of iron with
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staggered cooling channels. A comparison was made concerning the reflecting

properties of terphenyl and iron. The infinite reflector savings for terphenyl is

16 cm compared to 12.5 cm for iron. Because the two values for reflector savings

are not markedly different and because an iron thermal shield is still necessary,

iron is used on the sides and bottom of the core both as thermal shield and reflec-

tor. To reduce the thermal stress in the iron, it is separated at the point of

maximum heat generation into a 2-in. region and a 4-in. region.

The radial thermal shield is cooled by terphenyl flowing in parallel with the

flow through the core. This thermal shield coolant flow is controlled by orifice

holes in the bottom grid plate.

The top thermal shield consists of a single disk of iron 6 in. in thickness.

Because of the 76 in. of terphenyl between this shield and the reactor core, the

heat generation at this point is such that this upper shield may be in one piece.

During refueling, the top thermal shield is rotated with the top shield plug.

G. NEUTRON SOURCE

The neutron source is an activated antimony-beryllium capsule, which is

installed in the core by means of a threaded connection just beneath the upper

grid plate on the core center line. The source remains in the core during opera-

tion, being cooled by the terphenyl and continuously reactivated. The neutron

source capsule may be removed or replaced, if necessary, in a manner similar

to that used in changing a fuel element. The approximate source strength neces-

sary for reactor start-up is 6 x 10 neutrons/sec.

H. CONTROL-SAFETY ELEMENTS

Sixteen combination control and safety rods are installed in two banks in

fuel element channels (Fig. 7) to provide for control of reactor power and for

emergency shutdown. Fifteen of the rods are shim-safety rods; the sixteenth

rod, one of the rods in the outer bank, is used as a regulating-safety rod. The

reactivity controlled by the inner ring of 8 rods at a radius of 38.2 cm is 7.76 per

cent (Reference 1). The reactivity controlled by the outer ring of eight rods at a

radius of 66.0 cm is 3.19 per cent, giving a total of 10.95 per cent reactivity

control. The excess reactivity with the core in the cold clean condition is 6.44per

cent, which gives a shutdown control of 4.51 per cent. This amount of negative
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reactivity is sufficient to guarantee reactor shutdown at all times with any fourteen

of the sixteen rods in operation.

The control-safety rods are rack- and-pinion type rods with a ball-detent

scram mechanism and external hydrualic snubber (Dwg. 4): The poison portion

of a control rod consists of 2 per cent boron-steel alloy in tubular form. During

operation, this portion of the rod is connected at its lower-most end to the drive

rack, by means of a ball-detent mechanism. The ball-detent connection is made

so that when the ball-detent release is operated, the poison portion of the control

rod falls over the drive rack and is given an initial acceleration equivalent to a

175-lb force by means of a compressed control element activating spring.

The poison portion of the control rod is cooled by radiation to the thimble

within which it operates. The thimble in turn is cooled by the terphenyl in the

core. The poison portion of the rod also contains ribbed guide sections to prevent

binding or galling within the control rod thimble.

The drive mechanism consists of a gear rack cut on a thick wall tube which

is driven up or down by the pinion through a 150:1 double-worm reduction from

1/4-hp motor. A tubular extension of the rack holds the ball-detent release

mechanism and the poison section above the core. The ball-detent mechanism

is operated by means of an extension rod within the hollow drive rack and exten-

sion tube. The ball-detent actuating solenoid and actuating spring are located at

the bottom of the drive rack and are below the reactor bottom shield at all times.

The control-safety rod element is operated within a steel thimble which is

3.00 in. OD and 0.050 in. in wall thickness. The thimble is welded to a drop tube

beneath the reactor bottom shield in the control rod drive room, and extends up-

ward through both grid plates to within several inches of the bottom of the reactor

top plug. The thimble fits within thimble guide tubes in the upper and lower grid

plates to allow movement for thermal expansion. A threaded connection is pro-

vided on the top of the thimble to accommodate a removable thimble cap. During

replacement of the poison element or drive rack, the thimble cap is removed

remotely from above the reactor top plug and the poison section and drive rack

are removed in a manner similar to that for removing fuel elements. The control-

safety rod drive mechanism can be serviced or replaced from the accessible

control rod drive room beneath the reactor.
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The thimble can be replaced by cutting the weld at the core tank drop pipe

and removing the thimble as one would a fuel element.

A snubber mechanism located in the control rod drive room decelerates the

poison portion of the rod during a reactor scram to prevent damage to the rods.

The snubber consists of a sleeve extension which extends upward from the control

rod room, fitting over the drive rack, to the bottom grid plate in the reactor core.

The bottom of this snubber extension is connected by means of a flange and

Belleville springs to the piston of an annular hydraulic shock absorber. The

drive rack and ball-detent actuating solenoid operate within this annular shock

absorber.

During a reactor scram, the ball-detent mechanism releases the poison

portion of the rod so that it falls over the drive rack into the core. The rack is

then driven downward until it engages the poison section. In this manner, the

poison portions of the rods are held in the core in case of extreme roll or list

of the ship and the control rods are also ready for reactor start-up.

Control rod position indication is relayed to the control console by a selsyn

drive depth indicator driven by the pinion drive motor. This depth indicator also

contains top and bottom limit switches. Scram indicators are provided at the

solenoid and at the bottom of the dash pot extension tubes.

I. REACTOR AND EQUIPMENT FOUNDATIONS (Refer to Dwg. 5)

The reactor and heat removal system equipment, including all primary

and secondary shielding, are supported by a system of columns, girders, and

brackets which transfer the loads to the ship's double -bottom structure.

The reactor tank is supported by a skirt which is welded to the lower tank

head and bears on a ring girder at the bottom. Radial slots are provided in the

ring girder to mesh with cleats welded to the base of the reactor tank skirt. Bolts

which extend through slotted holes in the tank skirt base anchor the reactor tank

assembly to the ring girder. The supporting arrangement provides for both radial

and vertical thermal expansion of the tank.

The shield tank which surrounds the reactor tank is fabricated with an inter-

mediate wall which forms two concentric tanks. The outside surface of the inner

shield tank is wrapped with 8 in. of lead made up of 2-in. sheets which are held
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in place by steel bands. The top end of the inner tank and a section near the

bottom end are filled with 8 in. of lead supported by circular steel plates which

are welded to the tank walls. The lower section of the intermediate tank wall has

a circular plate with radially located gusset plates which provides'the support for

the lead sheets. The shield tank assembly is fabricated with the necessary ties

and vertical and circumferential stiffeners to contain its liquid under all operating

conditions and ship attitudes.

The shielded deck over the reactor and heat transfer equipment is supported

by a framework made up of standard structural steel sections arranged in a man-

ner to accommodate the locations and support of the primary heat exchange equip-

ment.

The vertically mounted steam generators and superheaters are provided with

supporting skirts which bear directly on the ship's double -bottom structure. Guide

brackets which are rigidly mounted to the compartment framework provide the

necessary restraint for the exchangers without interfering with vertical expansion.

The primary coolant pumps are vertically mounted near the top of the reactor

compartment with the impeller shafts extending through the shielded deck and

coupled to the drive motors.

The two main steam separators as well as the small auxiliary separator

are mounted on the shielded deck above the reactor compartment. The separators

are located so that they will not interfere with vertical access to the heat exchangers.

For inspection and maintenance purposes, removable shielded hatches are

provided over all major equipment within the reactor compartment.

The sub-pile room, which is directly below the reactor and houses the

control rod drive mechanisms, is shielded on all sides. The top portion is sur-

rounded by the reactor shield tank and the lower portion extends into the double-

bottom structure which contains ballast water or diesel oil. Access to the sub-

pile room is provided by a manway which extends into the bottom tanks from the

reactor compartment and terminates at the sub-pile room door. The door is

sealed during reactor operation.

The fuel handling bridge crane which services the area over the reactor and

fuel handling cell is situated near the top of the reactor casing. The bridge runway
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is supported by columns which are anchored to the reactor compartment frame-

work with the vertical loads being transferred to the double-bottom structure.

Horizontal loads are transferred to the ship's structure by column anchors lo-

cated just below the crane runway. When not in operation, the fuel handling coffin

remains in dockside storage and the crane bridge and trolley are secured.

J. ALTERNATE (FLAT FLUX) CORE

The present preliminary design of the Maritime OMR power plant has indi-

cated the desirability of having a reactor core design which is based on the radially

flat thermal neutron flux concept. The most logical method for producing this

flat flux pattern is by progres sively increasing the fuel element lattice spacing from

the center of the core to the periphery with the fuel enrichment being constant.

For maritime application, this concept offers the following distinct advantages:

1. Because idle status time for a merchant ship should be kept to a mini-

mum, the reactor core life should be long and the refueling time short.

In the case of the present design, the core life is 15 months, based on

a maximum fuel element burnup of 4000 Mwd/ton and thermal flux

radial average-to-peak ratio of 0.69. If the core is designed for flat

thermal flux, it could achieve a life of approximately 21 months for the

same conditions. This would substantially reduce the fuel costs and

refueling time.

2. Preliminary work on the flat flux concept has shown that enrichment

necessary for criticality of a core of given diameter is less for the

flat flux core, which would result in a savings in the cost of fuel.

3. The reactor core for the flat flux case can be made smaller than a

conventional core even though the average cell size may be larger than

that for a conventional core. This reduction in size is possible because

the size of an OMR is governed principally by heat transfer considera-

tions and the average heat production per element in a flat flux core is

substantially greater than in a conventional OMR core. This reduction

results in savings with respect to equipment costs and shielding weights

and costs.

4. Because the heat production per fuel element is essentially constant with

radius of core, the fuel elements need not be orificed to obtain maximum

coolant bulk outlet temperature. This advantage serves to reduce ther-

mal stress problems and to ease fuel element fabrication problems.
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5. The flat thermal flux concept results in a fast neutron flux pattern

across the core which peaks very high at the center and decreases

rapidly to the core boundary. Thus, the fast neutron leakage may be

decreased with consequent decrease of neutron moderating requirements

for the primary shield. The shield costs, therefore, can again be

reduced.

Slightly enriched, thermal neutron systems, moderated and reflected by a

hydrocarbon, were studied to gain an insight into the characteristic problems

involved in constructing a heterogeneous lattice that would exhibit minimum vari-

ations in the thermal flux (Reference 6). The purpose of restricting the thermal

flux to small variations is to acquire a uniform power density per fuel element.

The study included only reactor physics analysis and did not include engineering

considerations.

The formulation which was employed for this study represents an extension

by E. R. Cohen and F. B. Estabrook, of G. Goertzel's original work (Reference

7 and 8), in the form of diffusion theory. The original criteria set by G. Goertzel

is used here to obtain constant thermal flux and minimum critical mass. The

investigation performed was based on a two-energy group, three-region model

utilizing the electronic differential analyzer as a computional aid.

Various organic moderated and cooled core configurations were investigated

for the flat flux case and compared with the results for uniformly loaded core.

The calculations in both cases were for the just critical condition and did not in-

clude fuel depletion or poisoning. These caluclations indicate that for the same

critical radii, the flat flux core is critical at a fuel enrichment approximately

20 per cent less than for the uniformly loaded core; i. e. , for a critical radius

of 60 cm, the enrichment necessary for the uniformly loaded core is 1.74 per

cent and for the flat flux core is 1.38 per cent (Fig. 8). Also, fuel distribution

curves were obtained for several flat flux core conditions which indicate that

although the lattice spacing continually increases, it is possible to insert a suf-

ficient amount of fuel in the core to obtain the desired power outputs (Fig. 9).

Preliminary investigations were performed on the effect of fuel burnup on the

thermal flux pattern. These investigations indicate that the flux pattern is per-

turbed only slightly by the fuel depletion. Considerations given to nuclear control
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of the flat flux core indicates that a feasible control scheme for this concept is

that using reflector control.

The potential advantages of the flat flux concept, especially for maritime

application where long core life and high average fuel burnup is desirable, war -

rants additional study. This study should consist of detailed analysis of flat flux

criticality parameters, long term burnup effects, reactor control, and heat re-

moval and thermal stress considerations.
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V. SHIELDING AND RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

A. GENERAL

The reactor shield was designed on the basis of the following limitations:

Maximum permissible tissue dose limits in "roentgen equivalent physical"

per week shall be (Reference 9):

In Basal Layer of Epidermis

At any Point For Exposure For Exposure
Type of Radiation Within the Body of Entire Body of Hands Only

X and gamma rays 0. 3 0. 5 1. 5

Beta rays 0.3 0.5 1.5

Protons 0. 03 0. 05 0. 15

Alpha rays 0.015 0.025 0.075

Fast neutrons 0.03 0. 05 0. 15

Thermal neutrons 0. 06 0. 1 0. 3

Personnel shall be considered subject to exposure fifty weeks per year.

Biological shielding and required times of access shall be so designed that the

following conditions are met:

1. No individual need be subjected to a large dose of radiation, even for

a short period of time.

2. The permissible weekly doses listed in the above table are not exceeded.

Care must be taken to allow for the varying periods of exposure to varying

intensities and types of radiation which will be encountered by personnel on a

nuclear-powered commercial tanker; factors to be considered are schedule, crew

quarters, operating requirements, maintenance requirements, etc.

Maximum concentrations of radioactive materials in drinking water or air

caused by the ship's nuclear propulsion system shall be limited to the values

given on pages 131-134 of Radiological Health Handbook (Reference 9). The fol-

lowing criteria are used for the primary and secondary shield design.

1. The reactor compartment is to be accessible for 30 minutes per day

15 minutes after shutdown and 8 hours per day 48 hours after shutdown

(Reference 10).
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2. The area adjacent to and above the reactor compartment is to be accessi-

ble 8 hours per day during reactor operation (Reference 10).

3. An oil-filled cofferdam 36 in. thick and located at a minimum distance

of 54 in. from the primary shield is to act as an additional shield between

the reactor compartment and the adjacent tolerance areas.

4. A hydrocarbon is to be used as the neutron moderating material in the

shield rather than water in order to reduce corrosion and also to main-

tain minimum induced activity levels at the shield surface after shutdown.

5. The purification still and gas handling equipment room is to be accessible

2 hours per day during operation.
4

6. Radiation level of control rod drive room is limited to 10 r/hr during

operation and accessible for 8 hours per day 48 hours after shutdown.

7. Pump room and pump motor room are to be accessible 8 hours per day

during reactor operation.

8. The thermal shield and reactor vessel are to have a total combined

thickness of 7 in. of iron and are to be positioned as shown in Dwg. 3.

9. During refueling of the ship in drydock when the cargo oil storage tanks

are empty, access at all points on the hull and within the reactor com-

partment is to be for 8 hours per day.

10. Tolerance levels are determined on the basis of a 7-day week.

B. REACTOR

1. Lateral Primary Shield - The thermal neutron flux between the axial

centerline of the core and the reactor vessel and the ratio of the fast to thermal

flux at the edge of the core were calculated using the KAPL machine program,

PROD II (Reference 11). The thermal and fast neutron fluxes from the pressure

vessel to the outer surface of the primary shield were calculated using fast neutron

removal theory and cylindrical geometry. The average thermal neutron flux in

the core during full power operation was assumed to be 1.1 x 1013 n/cm2 sec

(Reference 1).

The equilibrium value for the ratio of the thermal-to-fast neutron flux in the

organic shield liquid was assumed to be 5. This figure was based on the value

used by Taylor in the STR water shield (Reference 12). The removal cross

sections used were based on recommended values given by M. Grotenhuis and

A. E. McArthy and are listed in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

REMOVAL CROSS SECTIONS

Material Removal Cross Section, cm-

Fe 0. 169

Pb 0. 112

Dowtherm 0.095

Terphenyl 0. 083

The maximum allowable fast neutron flux was determined by assuming that

approximately 0.3 per cent of the fast neutrons leaking from the primary shield

would be scattered into the tolerance area above the compartment. This assump-

tion was based upon the best information which could be found in the literature

(Reference 13). Setting the dose rate from fast neutrons above the compartment

to 1.2 mrem/hr, a fast flux of 3.5 x 103 n/cm2-sec was calculated for the maxi-

mum allowable fast neutron flux at the surface of the primary shield. Assuming

an 8-in. thickness of lead would be positioned at some point within the shield, the

thickness of organic shield liquid necessary to reduce the fast flux to the above

value was calculated to be 61.5 in.

The assumed 8 in. of lead was verified by calculating the dose rate at the

outside surface of the 36-in. oil-filled cofferdam located at a distance of 54 in.

from the primary shield. The contribution to the dose rate from the 7.6 Mev

capture gammas produced in the iron thermal shield and pressure vessel was

calculated to be 2.0 mr/hr. The contributions from the core gammas and from

the capture gammas produced in the organic shield liquid were found to be negli-

gible. The lead was assumed to be in a sufficiently low flux region so that the

contribution to the dose rate from the Pb (n, y ) reaction would be negligible.

The position of the lead in the organic shield was determined by limiting the

dose rate outside of the reactor compartment to 3 mr/hr caused by capture gam-

mas produced in the organic shield liquid region located outside of the lead. By

this means it was calculated that the lead could be positioned at a maximum distance

of 30 in. from the exterior surface of the primary shield. The 1/4-in. boral liner
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on the interior surface of the lead was found to be necessary to prevent excessive

radiation levels outside of the reactor compartment caused by capture gammas

produced in the lead. Figure 10 gives a plot of the lateral primary shield config-

uration.

A summary of the contributions to the total dose rate at the exterior surface

of the 36-in. oil-filled cofferdam is presented in Table 6.

TABLE 6

DOSE RATES, COFFERDAM SURFACE

Dose Rate at Surface of 36-in.
Oil-Filled Cofferdam,

Source mrem/hr

Reactor core Negligible

Thermal shield and reactor vessel 2. 0

Organic shield - region I Negligible

Lead shield Negligible

Organic shield - region II 3. 0

Fast neutrons Negligible

Total 5. 0 mr/hr

The dose rates at the surface of the primary shield from the fission products

in the core 15 minutes and 48 hours after shutdown were found to be negligible.

The contribution from the activated organic shield liquid was not calculated because

it could safely be assumed that it would be negligible in comparison to the dose

rate from the more highly activated primary coolant located in the reactor com-

partment.

2. Reactor Top Shield - The PROD II code (Reference 11) was used in cal-

culating a ten-group neutron distribution (using spherical geometry) through the

preliminary top shield design. As was encountered in the cylindrical geometry

case for the side shielding (Reference 14), the results were not considered valid

beyond the reflector region. Fast neutron removal theory (Reference 15) was
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applied to extrapolate the fast neutron data from the reflector region to the edge

of the top reactor shield. By changing the preliminary shield design thickness of

6 in. of lead to 7.6 in., the neutron and gamma-ray dose rates at the surface of

the top shield are made approximately equal. The total dose rate was reduced

thereby to the acceptable 5.3 mrem/hr, as shown in Table 7. Figure 11 gives a

plot of the reactor top shield configuration.

TABLE 7

DOSE RATES, SURFACE OF TOP SHIELD

Capture gamma rays from core and thermal shield 3. 3 mr/hr

Capture gamma rays from the terphenyl above core Negligible

Capture gamma rays from iron and lead top shield Negligible

Neutron leakage 2. 0 mrem/hr

Total 5. 3 mrem/hr

3. Reactor Bottom Shield - The control rod room directly beneath the

reactor is a limited access area. During reactor operation, the gamma-ray dose

rate may not exceed 104 r/hr. Access to the control drive mechanism is required

for a period of 8 hours per day 48 hours after shutdown. A relatively thin biolo-

gical shield will meet the gamma ray dose rate attenuation requirements during

operation but will not necessarily reduce the neutron leakage to an allowable level.

The after shutdown dose rate from neutron activation of the control rod room and

equipment plus the fission product decay gamma radiation should be less than the

tolerance dose rate of 5.3 mr/hr. In this regard, a thermal neutron flux of approx-

imately 10 n/cm2-sec incident on iron will yield a dose rate of less than 1 mr/hr.

Scattering of neutrons from the control rod room into the reactor compart-

ment has been reduced to an acceptable level by requiring that the double-bottom

tanks beneath the reactor compartment be filled with diesel oil to a level approach-

ing the floor of the reactor compartment. The dose rates incident upon the

equipment in the control rod room are listed in Tables 8 and 9.
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TABLE 8

DOSE RATES, CONTROL ROD ROOM DURING OPERATION

Gamma ray dose rate from neutron captures in
core tank and thermal shield

Gamma ray dose rate from neutron captures
in core

Gamma ray dose rate from neutron captures
in terphenyl and lead

Fast neutron leakage rate

Approximate fast neutron dose rate

Thermal neutron leakage rate

Approximate thermal neutron dose rate

Total dose rate

1. 1 r/hr

Negligible

Negligible

1 x 10 n/cm2-sec

1. 88 x 102 rem/hr

6 x 106 n/cm2-sec

2. 25 x 101rem/hr

2. 12 x 102 rem/hr

TABLE 9

DOSE RATES IN CONTROL ROD ROOM

48 HOURS AFTER SHUTDOWN

Decay gamma dose rate from fission 2. 6 mr/hr
products

Decay gamma dose rate from activation 0. 7 mr/hr
of rod room components

Total dose rate 3. 3 mr/hr

Figure 12 shows the final bottom shield configuration.

C. COMPARTMENT SHIELDING

1. Coolant Activation Studies During Operation - The average value of the

thermal neutron flux within the reactor core during operation was assumed to be

1.1 x 1013 n/cm2-sec at a power level of 70 thermal megawatts. The basic

impurities assumed to be present in the terphenyl (Reference 16), the organic

to be used, and other pertinent information are contained in Table 10.
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TABLE 10

IMPURITIES IN TERPHENYL

Element ppm a(barns) Abundance T -1/2

C137 1. 00 0. 56 0. 246 37. 5m

Mn55 0.01 13.4 1.00 2.58h
63

Cu 0.012 3.9 0.691 12.8h

Cu65 0.012 1.8 0.309 5. 14m

Na23 0.39 0.56 1.00 15.Oh

Co59* 0. 10 16.0 1.00 10. 4m

20.0 1.00 5.2 8y

*a(10. 4 m + 5. 2 8 y) = 36.0 barns

60 6099. 7 per cent of 10. 4m Co -- 5. 28y Co

In addition to the terphenyl impurity content, a corrosion rate of

0.003 mils/month was assumed for the iron and aluminum contained within the

core. (This corresponds to the rate of stainless steel corrosion in the diphenyl

circulation loop at MTR and is used for lack of better data.) A removal half-life

of 12 days was obtained for replacement of the terphenyl in the coolant system.

No corrosion data on terphenyl-aluminum systems was available at the time

the coolant activation studies were made. Recent static corrosion tests have been

performed (Reference 16) indicating a corrosion rate of 0.015 mils/month. As

yet, no dynamic tests have been completed. Using the corrosion rate obtained

from the static tests, the dose rate previously calculated during operation may be

low by as much as a factor of 4, because of the corrosion of irradiated aluminum

from the core to the heat exchanger system. When dynamic corrosion data are

available, the coolant activation analysis should be recalculated.

Corrosion in the core led to the necessity of considering the gamma radia-

tion from the isotopes Fe59 and Al2 7 during operation of the reactor. Combining

these gamma activities with the gamma radiation caused by the impurities in the

terphenyl led to the following average gamma ray spectrum during operation, listed

in Table 11.
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TABLE 11

GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM FROM TERPHENYL

DURING OPERATION

E (Mev) Mev/cm 3 -sec

1.2 4. 36 x 104

1.9 6. 86 x 104

2.75 5. 50 x 10 4

Using this spectrum, the dose rate during reactor operation at the surface

of a Schedule 40, 18-in. diameter primary coolant pipe of infinite length (having

a wall thickness of 1.3 cm) was found to be 1.75 r/hr.

2. Reactor Compartment Top Shield - The thickness of the top shield of

the reactor compartment was determined by the thickness of iron and lead required

to reduce the gamma radiation from the primary coolant lines to a tolerance dose

rate of 5.3 mr/hr at the surface of the deck. A thickness of 1 in. of iron and

3 in. of lead was calculated as being required to reduce the radiation through the

deck to 5.0 mr/hr.

3. Oil-Filled Cofferdam Adjacent to Reactor 'Compartment - In a calculation

similar to the above computation, 1 in. of iron and 36 in. of oil were found to be

necessary to reduce gamma ray leakage from the reactor compartment to a toler-

able level.

4. Coolant Activity 15 Minutes and 48 Hours After Shutdown - The activity

of the coolant at the surface of the primary coolant loop 15 minutes and 48 hours

after reactor shutdown was calculated with and without continuing operation of the

coolant purification system. These data are presented in Table 12.

TABLE 12

COOLANT ACTIVITY AT THE SURFACE OF

PRIMARY COOLANT PIPING

15 Minutes Decay 48 Hours Decay

With make-up 1. 275 r/hr 99. 5 mr/hr

Without make-up 1. 282 r/hr 111. 2 mr/hr
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D. PURIFICATION SYSTEM

The as sumption was made that the distillation unit had an efficiency of

100 per cent, i. e. , all the impurities per unit volume of terphenyl that entered

the "still" were removed and were collected in the waste container. The activities

of the waste barrels with no decay and with 48-hour decay were then investigated.

The dose rate calculated at the surface of the.barrels for no decay and 48 hours

decay were 1 r/hr and 100 mr/hr, respectively. A further analysis showed that

if a hold-up of 3 days were provided in the system, the dose rate at the surface

of the cans could be reduced to approximately 30 mr/hr.

With a 3-day hold-up in the terphenyl make-up system prior to distillation,

the following wall thicknesses of the melt tank room were determined:

Wall around still 1-in. iron

Floor of room 2-in. iron

Wall between waste tank room and reactor
compartment 2-in. iron

Cover on chute 1/2-in. iron

Shadow shield between waste tanks and chute

to prevent beams from being scattered up chute 1-1/2-in. iron

The transient dose rate during ejection of waste polymer barrels will

exceed tolerance while the barrels are above the melt tank room floor (for a

period of approximately 10 seconds), but the integrated dose obtained during this

period will be small.

E. PRIMARY AND SHIELD COOLANT EXPANSION TANKS

The shield required between the deck and the primary and shield coolant

expansion tanks was computed to be 1-in. of iron and 1-1/2 in. of lead. The

shield thickness was based upon an arrangement in which the low specific activity

shield coolant expansion tank was positioned above the higher specific activity

primary coolant expansion tank, thereby utilizing the lower activity tank as a

partial gamma ray shield. Both of these tanks should be placed well below the

water line to prevent irradiation of dockside personnel during loading and unloading

operations. These tanks should be drained before the ship is placed in dry dock

for non-routine maintenance in which the lower part of hull must be readily

accessible.
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F. RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

1. Airborne Radioactivity - Reference 17 lists a permissible level for non-

radioactive airborne diphenyl in breathing atmospheres of 2 milligrams per cubic

meter. It is expected that higher molecular weight polyphenyls will behave simi-

larly to diphenyl. In the absence of severe fission product contamination of the

coolant, coolant system leakage will principally produce toxicological rather than

radiological, airborne hazards. Present data indicate the coolant specific activity

may reach 6 pc/gm during operation. If all of this activity is carried into the

air with 2 mg/m3 of polyphenyl, the resulting airborne radioactivity concentration

will be approximately 10 -8jic/cc, or approximately one-sixtieth of the permissi-

ble level for the most biologically effective radioisotopes expected, Fe5 9

(6 x 10-7 pc/cc).

Special ventilation will be required in compartments containing primary

coolant piping. All such spaces must be maintained at air pressures slightly

below that of adjacent areas which do not contain coolant pipes. In addition, spaces

where coolant leakage is likely or where leakage is expected (pump shaft seals,

etc.) must be ventilated at air change rates large enough to prevent serious build-

up of surface contamination caused by precipitated polyphenyl. Entrance to these

areas will always require use of auxiliary breathing apparatus unless on-the-spot

measurements of air concentrations are made to demonstrate the non-existence

of hazard.

2. Stack Gas Effluent - In the absence of fission product escape to the

primary coolant system, the most stringent requirement for the gaseous effluent

system will probably be the 2 mg/m3 permissible breathing concentrations of

polyphenyl vapor. A vapor trap followed by a deep-bed fiberglass filter is used

in the reactor atmosphere vent system to prevent escape of appreciable vapor.

The maximum vapor release rate at the stacks exit will be less than 0.1 lb/hr

(0.76 gm/min). In general, routine vapor removal from the reactor effluent gas

stream must be carried out in order to operate the reactor in port, alongside

other vessels, or under wind conditions which will not carry the effluent gases

beyond points of possible personnel exposure. Maintenance of the vapor removal

system could be accomplished at sea or after reactor shutdown.
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The presence of fission product activity in the coolant system resulting from

failure of fuel element cladding material would cause the release of the volatile

fission products into the reactor vent system. Upon the detection of such an event,

the effluent gas would be diverted to the system designed to trap the gaseous

activity.

3. Effects of Fuel Element Rupture - The reactor system is designed to

allow some operation even though rupture of a fuel plate jacket has occurred.

Although this failure is unlikely, it is the most plausible occurrence resulting in

fission product release to the coolant system.

A sample calculation, using the methods of Reference 18, has indicated the

desired characteristics of the emergency stack gas decontamination system. An

assumed fuel element failure continuously releases 1 per cent of the gaseous fis -

sion products from one fuel plate to the primary coolant system. A further

assumption is made that the volatile fission products re-emerge from the coolant

and are released to the atmosphere through the reactor atmosphere vent system

after a 1-minute "hold-up" in the system. Under a set of typical weather condi-

tions (wind velocity 11 mph, stability index 0.25, atmospheric diffusion coefficient

0. 14), the gamma dose rates along the axis of the "plume" emitted from the ship's

stack may be estimated.

TABLE 13

GAMMA DOSE RATES ALONG AXIS OF EFFLUENT PLUME

External Gamma Dose Rates

Downwind Distance No Gas Dilution 103 Gas Dilution
(ft) (r/hr) (r/hr)

30 160 0. 16

60 48 0.048

300 3. 2 0. 0032

600 0.95 0.00095
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The above values indicate that the gamma dose rates which could occur under

unfavorable wind conditions on the decks of other vessels or at shore installations

are adequately lowered by the indicated gas dilution. It is further expected that

nearly quantitative removal of the radioactive material will be achieved in the

radioactive gas handling system.

Table 14 lists the maximum gamma dose rates which would occur to person-

nel above decks, under the same rupture and meteorological conditions. These

rates are calculated with the ship at sea and the fission-gas removal system in-

operative. The downwind direction is presumed to be toward the ship's stern and

the ship's stack height is taken as 22 ft above the top of the aft house.

TABLE 14

MAXIMUM GAMMA DOSE RATES CAUSED BY CONTAMINATED

STACK EFFLUENT AT VARIOUS DECK POSITIONS

Dose Rate
Position mr/hr

3 ft above stern of poop deck 0. 25

3 ft above stern of aft house 0. 073

At stern light on boat deck 0. 35

Simultaneous fuel jacket failure and inoperability of the fission-gas decon-

tamination system would not require reactor shut-down while at sea, except under

adverse meteorological conditions. Disposal of trapped volatile fission products

and maintenance or repair of the decontamination system may be carried out prior

to port entry.

If full-power reactor operation continued with the fission product "leak"

postulated underF.-3, above, an average radiation level from the coolant pipes may

be estimated. Operationally, the most important effects of such an event would

be the increased radiation levels and decreased permissible working times in spaces

outside the reactor compartment. For the assumed 1 per cent "leakage", these

radiation levels would increase by a factor of 8 over that expected from the coolant

impurity alone. Table 15 summarizes the results of these estimates.
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TABLE 15

RADIATION LEVELS AT SURFACE OF 18-INCH PIPE

Continuous "Leak" of 1 Per Cent
Time After No Fuel of Fission Products Produced
Shutdown Element Failure in One Fuel Plate

(Days, (mr/hr) (r/hr)

Operating 175 1. 33

2 100 0.29

4 92 0.26

8 86 0.23

The over-all effect of fuel plate failure of the magnitude considered may be

seen to permit operation of the propulsion system for periods of several days

duration. However, continued operation under these conditions would result in

the accumulation of personnel radiation doses which could not be continued for

long periods.

4. Radioactive Waste Disposal - Aside from the stack effluent, the normally

occurring radioactive waste consists only of the heavy fractions produced by the

coolant purification still. This damaged coolant (estimated at 975 lb/day at full

power) is temporarily stored in two hold-up tanks which are eventually emptied

into 55-gallon steel drums. The filled drums will be dumped at suitable depths

in the ocean. The entire waste-handling system, including the drum-loading and

dumping apparatus, is operated remotely and does not involve personnel radiation

exposure. Because the still capacity is sized to exceed the coolant damage-rate

requirement, the still need not be operated daily. By scheduled still operation

and use of the hold-up tank and filled-drum storage capacity, selected dumping

sites may be employed.

In the absence of fission product contamination, the waste container's long-

lived activity content will be approximately 6 x 10 pc/cc of Co6. The maximum
60/c -2o0 Temaiu

permissible concentration for C60 in drinking water (Reference 19) is 2x 10-2pc/cc.

Eventual failure of the steel waste containing drums on the ocean bottom is there-

fore of no consequence; the slow release of active material from the insoluble

organic will easily provide a dilution factor of 3. Furthermore, extreme depths

for dumping sites will not be necessary.
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If fission products are present in the coolant system, the still bottom dis-

posal may continue to be carried out without excessive ship's personnel radiation

exposures. However, the waste drums may be dumped only at carefully selected

sites.
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VI. HEAT REMOVAL

A. GENERAL

The organic cooling system (Dwg. 6) is divided into two parallel and iden-

tical loops with common points only in the reactor core. In each loop a single

pump moves the organic coolant from the core tank, through block valves and

flow meter to the superheater, thence through the evaporator and back to the core

tank. The orifice-type flow meter is connected to the reactor setback and shut-

down circuits. The coolant temperature and pressure are measured at the super-

heater exit. Pressure and temperature sensing instruments are installed in the

evaporator coolant outlet line, and a temperature sensor with connections to the

control system is located at the reactor outlet. The reactor inlet and outlet tem-

peratures are monitored and the average reactor outlet temperatures of the two

loops are monitored and relayed to the temperature programmer of the reactor

control system.

The primary cooling system design pressure is 150 psig, and the operating

pressure is 35 psig. Each loop can be isolated from the reactor by means of the

block valves located in the reactor coolant inlet and outlet lines. In addition to

the two main coolant loops, there is an auxiliary loop which will go into operation

when the reactor is shut down, and will maintain a sufficient flow of coolant to re-

move the reactor decay heat. When the auxiliary cooling system is in operation,

the coolant flow rate, inlet and outlet temperatures, and pressures are monitored.

A 1400-gallon tank in the reactor cooling system located above and aft of the

reactor acts as a pressurizer and expansion tank. Connected to this expansion

tank is a 6000-gallon tank which receives the coolant overflow from the expansion

tank and serves as a combination storage and hold-up tank. This tank is located

adjacent to the reactor and primary cooling system compartment, under the

reactor control room. Coolant is continually being transferred from the 6000-

gallon hold-up tank to the coolant purification system and back to the primary

cooling system. Sufficient hold-up time is achieved so that the coolant radio-

activity is decreased to a low enough value that a minimum amount of radiation

shielding is required around the purification equipment. At times the coolant will

be automatically pumped directly to the primary cooling system through the coolant

expansion tank to bring the coolant in the expansion tank to the normal operating
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level. The frequency and duration of this operation will depend on the frequency

and extent of fluctuations in reactor power level and average organic coolant tem-

peratures.

Periodically, new coolant must be added to the primary cooling system to

replace the volume of the waste polymers which are removed by the coolant puri-

fication system. This operation is described later in Sect. VIII-A.

The primary cooling system is located in a shielded compartment just for-

ward of the engine room. This compartment is shielded on four sides by oil-filled

cofferdams. The top shielding is made of steel and lead.

B. PIPING, VALVES AND PUMPS

All main coolant lines are 18-in., Schedule 40, ASTM A106, Grade B. The

primary cooling system equipment and lines have been arranged to occupy a mini-

mum of space with adequate provisions for thermal expansion of the pipe lines.

The main coolant entrance and exit lines to the reactor have bellows expansion

joints to minimize reactions at the core tank nozzles. All of the coolant lines,

heat exchangers, pumps and valves are wrapped with electric induction heaters

and covered with thermal insulation.

There are three gate valves in each main coolant loop. These valves are

located on the reactor entrance and exit lines and on the pump discharge lines.

The valves are carbon steel with bolted bonnets, back seat bushings, and packed

stems. The valves are gear operated from the deck above the primary cooling

system compartment.

The organic coolant pumps are vertical centifugal pumps of carbon steel

construction. The totally enclosed pump motors are located above the cooling

system compartment. The pumps have mechanical water-cooled shaft seals

(refer to Dwg. 7) with provisions for collecting seal leakage. For power plant

design conditions the operation of both pumps is required to circulate approxi-

mately 22,600 gpm through the primary organic cooling system. Each pump is

rated at 12,000 gpm against a total dynamic head of 50 psi and is driven by a

500-hp constant-speed motor.
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C. STEAM GENERATORS

The steam generating unit in each primary coolant loop consists of an evapo-

rator, a steam separator, and a steam superheater. The two units produce a total

of 230,000 pounds of steam per hour at 5800 F and 435 psia. The terphenyl flow

rate through each steam generating unit is approximately 4.80 x 106 lb/hr. Evapo-

rators and superheaters are of the bayonet, or double-tube, type construction

with terphenyl on the shell side. Both evaporators and superheaters are vertically

mounted for ease of servicing on shipboard and are wrapped with electric heaters

and thermal insulation.

Feed water enters the steam separator at approximately 3360 F and 450 psia,

passes from the separator to the evaporator, where the steam water mixture is

evaporated and returned to the steam separator. Saturated steam at 452 F leaves

the steam separator, passes through the superheater and into the main steam

header. Terphenyl enters the superheater at 622 F, passes from the superheater

to the evaporator at 616 * F, and leaves the evaporator at 580 * F.

The steam evaporators are furnished with pressure and temperature indi-

cators and float vents. The superheaters are provided with pressure regulating

and relief valves, pressure controllers, and float vents. The steam separators

are provided with pressure safety valves, pressure indicators, level indicators

and controllers, and high and low level alarms.

The steam generating units are designed and constructed in accordance with

Section VIII of the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels, and leak tested by

the freon-air mixture and halide torch method.

D. AUXILIARY COOLING SYSTEM

An auxiliary reactor cooling system is provided to remove reactor decay

heat after shutdown. This system consists of a steam evaporator, steam separa-

tor, and cooling pump which will form a heat transfer loop that functions independ -

ently of the main heat removal system. This provides a positive means of heat

removal even though the reactor is shut down because of trouble in one or both

of the main heat transfer loops. During normal reactor operation the auxiliary

cooling system will not function and the terphenyl is drained from the lines and

equipment. While the auxiliary cooling system is not operating, a small amount
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of boiler feed water at approximately 336* F continuously flows through the shell

side of the auxiliary evaporator. This is accomplished by opening the valve at

the base of the evaporator shell so the water will flow to the deaerator. Feed

water is continuously supplied to the system by the boiler feed bypass line, and

enters through the auxiliary steam separator. The feedwater flow rate to the

separator is regulated by the level controller to coincide with the amount being

discharged to the deaerator. The purpose of bypassing feed water through the

auxiliary steam evaporator is to keep it warm and ready for immediate use at all

times. The auxiliary coolant lines to the steam generator and pump are wrapped

with electric heaters and thermal insulation.

To put the auxiliary cooling system into operation after the reactor has been

shut down and the main cooling system secured, the following sequence of opera-

tions must be performed: the water drain valve on the auxiliary steam evaporator

is closed; the valve on the steam discharge line from the auxiliary separator is

opened; the auxiliary coolant pump is started; and both valves in the auxiliary

coolant line are opened.

The power required to operate the auxiliary cooling system is supplied by

one of the two diesel generator sets which starts automatically when the reactor

is shut down. In addition to the auxiliary coolant pump, other power require-

ments for the system include the auxiliary boiler feed, circulating and condensate

pumps.

The system includes temperature and pressure indicators, relief valves,

and vent and level controls, and is designed, constructed, and tested in accordance

with the same codes that apply to the main heat transfer system.

E. VENTILATION

1. Reactor Compartment - The reactor compartment is continually purged

with fresh air at the rate of approximately 20,000 cfm. The primary purpose for

ventilating the compartment is to remove the heat lost through the piping and

equipment thermal insulation, and to remove vapors and particulate matter that

might escape from the heat removal system. In addition the ventilation system

provides a slight negative atmosphere within the compartment to prevent outward

leaks of the compartment atmosphere into areas normally occupied by operating

personnel. The system is exhausted to the stack.
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2. Coolant Purification Compartment (Refer to Dwg. 8) - The coolant puri-

fication system compartment is continually purged with fresh air at the rate of

approximately 1200 cfm. In addition to containing the cooling purification equip-

ment, this compartment also contains the gas purification and waste disposal

equipment. Therefore the potential hazards for this area are greater than for the

reactor compartment and the area is equipped with a separate ventilation system

and separate exhaust duct to the stack.

3. Sub-Pile Room - During reactor operation the sub-pile room is sealed

off except for a vent line to the stack. Purging is considered unnecessary except

for periods prior to and during occupancy. When purging is necessary the valves

in the ventilation ducts are opened and the sub-pile room is purged with fresh air

by the reactor compartment ventilation system.

4. Reactor Tank Ventilation - This system is provided to prevent the escape

of toxic and radioactive gases to occupied areas during fuel handling operations,and

the system can function only after the reactor coolant temperature has been re-

duced and the reactor tank depressurized. With the ventilation system in opera-

tion, a slight negative pressure is maintained in the space above the coolant level,

causing fresh air to flow into the tank through the core access port and around

the rotatable top shield plugs. The capacity of this system is approximately

500 cfm.

All ventilation exhaust ducts are provided with radiation monitors and alarms.

Electrical heating is provided on all ventilation lines containing or potentially

containing coolant vapors.
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VII. REACTOR PLANT CONTROL SYSTEM

A. GENERAL

The basic block diagram of the nuclear instrumentation and reactor safety

system is shown in Dwg. 9. Any condition which seriously endangers the integrity

of the reactor complex or the surrounding area will automatically cause a com-

plete reactor shutdown by dropping all of the control rods into the core. Less

dangerous conditions may not warrant a complete reactor shutdown but may still

require immediate corrective action. The operator is not relied upon in these

cases and the rods are automatically driven into the reactor at a fast rate until the

abnormal condition has been corrected. Still another safety device used in this

design is a circuit which will remove power to the rods in the "withdraw" direction.

The only other safety device used is merely an audible and visible alarm which

will warn the operator of a malfunctioning part of the over-all system. Three

separate alarm panels and three distinguishable warning sounds are used; one

alarm panel and audible alarm indicates scrams, exclusively; another, the set-

backs, exclusively; and the other will indicate either rods frozen in the "withdraw"

direction or simply a warning.

Table 16 shows the various conditions which will cause the safety system to

respond by one of its four types of corrective actions. The last column on this

table indicates the other abnormal conditions which may result and could be con-

sidered as back-ups for the condition listed.

Drawing 9 also shows what might be a typical flux coverage chart for the

OMR nuclear instrumentation. This chart may vary slightly depending on the

source strength and shutdown multiplication. It should be noticed that like instru-

ments have the same range on this chart. It is desirable to have the flux ranges

the same, in order to make it possible for the operator to check one instrument

against another at a glance.

B. START-UP REQUIREMENTS

The instrumentation shown in the first four channels of Dwg. 9 provides the

start-up instrumentation. The essential features provided by this system are

two pulse rate computers, a source interlock, two intermediate range log N com-

puters and two period computers. When sufficient overlap exists between the low
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TABLE 16

OMR MARITIME SAFETY SYSTEM

Power to Rods in
the "Withdraw"

No. Condition Alarms Direction Removed Setbacks Scrams Back-Ups

1 Low level reactor period x x x 3, 5

2 Failure of power supplied x -
in Channels 3, 4

3 Intermediate range x x x x 5, 7, 10
reactor period

4 Controls in Channels 3 x -
or 4 not in the "operate"
position

5 Power level Channels 5, x x x 6, 7, 10
6, 7

6 Low ratio of coolant flow x x 5, 16
to power

7 High fuel plate tempera- x x x 12, 10
tur e

8 Low organic pressure x x -

9 Power failure x -

10 High organic pressure x x x -

11 Low steam pressure x

12 Reactor liquid level low x

13 Rods more than 95% x x -
withdrawn

14 Flux error high or low x -

15 Loss of feed water x 7

16 Loss of primary loopx 6
flow

17 Loss of air pressure to x 14
pneumatic controls

18 Channels I and inot on x
operate

19 High steam pressure x



level channels and the intermediate range channels, it is desirable to have the flux

coverage of the two low level instruments identical.

Channels number one and two each consist of a highly enriched fission

chamber, a linear pre-amplifier, a linear amplifier, a period computer, a log

count rate meter and, jointly, a recorder. The log count rate meter covers five

decades of neutron measurements. It is possible, with certain combinations of

rod withdrawal rates and flux coverage ranges of the low level and intermediate

range neutron measuring instruments, to attain a dangerously short pile period

before reaching the intermediate range instrumentation. For this reason, an

indicating low level period computer is associated with the log count rate meter

and supplies two signals to the reactor safety system. Exceeding the first limit

will cause an alarm and will cause the rods to be "frozen" in the "withdraw"

direction; exceeding the second limit will cause the rods to be inserted into the

reactor at a predetermined rate. Bypassing the period computer by returning

either the log count rate meter or the period computer from the "operate" position

causes a setback while operating at low levels. Provisions have been made to cut

out the safety circuits associated with the low level period computer when the

reactor reaches a predetermined power level.

Each of these channels has a source interlock associated with it; that is,

reactor start-up is impossible unless an adequate counting rate is obtained at

shutdown. Circuitry is also provided to ensure that this interlock is not invali-

dated by switching the instrument controls from the "operate" position.

Channel numbers three and four each consist of compensated ionization

chamber with an associated power supply, an indicating log N amplifier and a

joint log N recorder. Circuitry is provided to sound an alarm and remove power

to the rods in the "withdraw" direction should there be a failure in the ion cham-

ber power supply. In order to protect the reactor from uncontrolled power build-

up as the reactor approaches full power, the log N amplifier supplies three separate

signals to the safety system. The first of these safety signals will stop rod motion

in the "withdraw" direction, the second will initate a setback and insert the safety

rods into the reactor at a predetermined rate; the third of these signals will cause

a reactor scram. The log N amplifier will supply the safety system with a scram

signal if its controls are not in the "operate" position. All of the alarms, set-

backs, and scrams associated with this channel are bypassed when the reactor

reaches a predetermined power level in the full power range.
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C. POWER LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

The instrumentation shown in channels five, six, and seven in Dwg. 9 is

used to fulfill the needs of the reactor safety system and control system during

full-power operation. These three channels provide the signals to three safety

amplifiers and an integrating power level recorder. There is approximately one

decade of flux coverage overlap between the intermediate range instruments and

the three safety channels. The flux coverage of these three channels is identical.

Channels number five, six, and seven consist of a fission or an uncompen-

sated ionization chamber with an associated power supply, a safety pre -amplifier

and a safety amplifier. A two-decade logarithmic flux recorder is available

through a three -circuit selector switch to record the power level. These channels

are fast-acting circuits with a minimum of response time. In the event of a

serious power excursion, these channels would quickly shut the reactor down.

The actual overflux set points at which the safety circuits respond will be obtained

by conducting accident studies and will be limited to a value which will not endanger

the reactor core, the surrounding area, or the operating personnel. This set

point is of the type which is always a small amount above the actual operating

power. If the power is increased slowly, the set point also increases slowly.

An upper limit is placed on the speed at which the set point may be increased and

on the maximum value of the set point. This upper limit controls the rate at which

the power level can be increased and is similar to period protection in the full

power range. The failure of the power supply to any of thes-e chambers sounds

an alarm. The safety amplifiers themselves supply three corrective action signals

to the safety system at three separate set points. The first of these is an alarm

which warns the operator of an approaching dangerous condition; exceeding the

second set point initiates a setback which inserts the rod into the reactor at some

predetermined rate; the third signal causes a scram and immediately shuts the

reactor down. Exceeding the first set point of any particular safety amplifier

causes an alarm. In order to obtain a setback or scram, two of the three safety

amplifiers must supply a signal to a coincidence circuit before corrective action

is taken by the safety system. This feature provides the reactor with high reli-

ability and less chance of spurious shutdowns. It also allows the operator to make

repairs on any particular channel which may be inoperative.
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The nuclear instrumentation alone does not provide the reactor with com-

plete and adequate safety. Other variables in the system could also endanger the

integrity of the reactor complex. A short discussion of these variables and their

effects follows:

1. Low ratio of coolant flow to power - The loss of the power generated

within the reactor is immediately noticed if the ratio of coolant flow to

power falls below a predetermined lower limit. The continued existence

of this situation could result in exceeding the boiling point of the organic

moderator and ultimate burnout of fuel elements. This computed ratio

of coolant flow to power may also be used for low level overflux protec-

tion by increasing the set points at which corrective action is taken.

This computer has two set points which may be exceeded. An alarm is

sounded when the first set point is exceeded and also the rods are in-

serted at a predetermined rate. When the coolant flow falls below

40 per cent of the full flow value the second set point is exceeded, caus -

ing a reactor scram.

2. High fuel plate temperature - The temperature of the surface of the fuel

plates must always be kept well below the boiling point of the organic

coolant. Because the actual temperature of the fuel element surface is

not measured, it is possible to approximate the steady-state value of

the fuel element surface temperature by the following equation:

Tfs = TH + ATHC

where Tfs = Fuel element surface temperature

TH = Organic coolant hot leg temperature

THC = Difference in temperature in the hot leg and the

cold leg of the organic coolant

A = Constant

Both primary loops are equipped with a device which computes the fuel

element surface temperature. The fuel plate temperature computers

have two set points which may be exceeded. The result of exceeding the

first set point is to drive the rods into the core at a predetermined rate.

If the second set point is exceeded, the reactor is scrammed.
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3. Low organic pressure - The boiling point of the particular organic

coolant used in this reactor is approximately 850 0 F at the operating

pressure of 35 psig. The boiling point decreases as pressure decreases,

down to approximately 6900 F at atmospheric pressure. Because the

operating temperature of the aluminum fuel cladding is expected to be

approximately 750 * F, it is obvious that boiling would occur if the

reactor were not shutdown on loss of organic pressure. A pressure

sensing device will be equipped with two set points; the first will sound

an alarm; and the second will scram the reactor.

4. Power failure - A power failure to the instrument panels or rod drives

automatically causes a scram.

5. High organic pressure - High pressure in the primary coolant loop would

indicate that either the pressure controlling system is malfunctioning

or steam is leaking from the secondary side of the system to the pri-

mary side. An alarm will sound first and the rods moving in the

"withdraw" direction are stopped and inserted into the core at a pre-

determined rate. If the pressure continues to increase, the reactor is

scrammed.

6. High steam pressure - High steam pressure usually indicates that there

has been a sudden reduction in power output by the turbine and that the

reactor is still operating at a high power level. Normally, a pressure-

controlling valve will dump desuperheated steam directly to the main

condenser, thereby relieving the pressure. If there should be a failure

in the pressure controlling valve and the pressure continues to rise,

the operator is warned of this condition by an alarm.

7. Low steam pressure - Low steam pressure could indicate that the turbine

has suddenly picked up a much larger load or it could indicate that the

system is losing steam to the atmosphere. If this reduction in steam

pressure exceeds fixed limits, an alarm indication is given to the operator.

8. Reactor liquid level low - A low reactor liquid level would most likely

indicate a leak in the primary cooling system or the reactor vessel and

an alarm indication would be given to the operator.

9. Rods more than 95 per cent withdrawn - When the rods are more than

95 per cent withdrawn, limit switches remove power to the rod with-

drawal circuits and the operator has an alarm indication of this condition.
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10. Flux error high or low - The safety aspects of this situation are dis-

cussed in Section VIII-D. 1. This condition sounds an alarm.

11. Loss of feed water - The operator is provided with an alarm indication

in the event of low feedwater flow.

12. Loss of flow in both primary loops - If flow is lost in both primary

loops the reactor is scrammed.

This is not intended to be a complete list of all of the safety schemes con-

nected with the over-all power plant safety system but only those conditions which

may immediately impair the operation of the reactor itself.

Another potential hazard from which the reactor must be protected is the

so-called "cold loop accident." This type of accident might occur if one loop of

the primary coolant is inoperative and is suddenly started with full flow. If the

cold loop is at pre -heat temperatures of approximately 4000 F and if the operating

loop is at 5800 F, the reactor coolant temperature may be lowered 900 F, assum-

ing perfect mixing in the lower plenum. This temperature drop corresponds to

a reactivity input of 0.55 per cent with a negative temperature coefficient of

6.1 x 10-5 Ak/*F and would place the reactor on a serious transient. In order to

correct this situation, a manually driven valve with high gear ratio is placed in

each of the primary loops. If a pump is stopped for any reason, it cannot be

restarted until the valve in its respective loop is closed. After the pump is

restarted, the valve may be re-opened. The speed of this valve is low enough

such that very little cold coolant can be injected into the plenum per unit time,

thereby minimizing the effect of starting a relatively cold loop.

D. REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

The method used for controlling the power of a reactor is primarily depend-

ent on the particular characteristics of the individual reactor, but the method used

for programming the power level control is almost entirely dependent on the

specified operating conditions for the steam cycle and primary loop flow rate.

The OMR is programmed to yield constant steam pressure with varying average

reactor coolant temperature and steam superheat temperature. The regulating

rod and shim rod control scheme is more or less conventional and unaffected by

the flow control and power level programming schemes. Automatic control is

available for 1-100 per cent of full power, although aboard a tanker automatic

control is probably not necessary below 10 per cent of full power.
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1. Shim and Regulating Rod Systems (Fig. 7) - There are sixteen rods within

the reactor core. The inner ring of control rods has a total reactivity worth of

7.76 per cent and the outer ring of control rods has a total reactivity worth of

3.19 per cent, giving a grand total of 10.95 per cent (Reference 1). With an excess

of reactivity of 6.44 per cent, the insertion of all of the rods yields a shutdown

of 4.51 per cent reactivity in the clean, cold condition. Fifteen of these rods are

combination shim-safety rods while the other is a combination regulating-safety

rod. Any one of the rods in the outer ring may be chosen as the regulating rod.

The rod which is chosen will depend on the location of the nuclear instrumentation.

This is to minimize the effect of rod shadowing. The regulating rod is included

in the system to compensate for random fluctuations in power level and to improve

the ability of the reactor to follow load changes in the secondary system. If the

operating reactor proves to be very stable without the use of a fast regulating rod,

the speed of the regulating rod should be reduced to that of the shim rods.

Each of the 15 shim rods are driven by a reversible motor through appro-

priate gear reduction at a rate which will be determined by considering the

response time of the safety system and the severity of a start-up "accident" with

this rod rate. If the reactivity rate is chosen to be 0.01 per cent per second, the

maximum velocity of the inner and outer banks of shim rods is determined by the

following considerations:

Total reactivity worth 10. 95%

Avg. increm. reactivity worth 10. 95%/72 in. = 0.152%/in.

Peak increm. reactivity worth 2 x 0. 152%/in. = 0. 304%/in.

Desired reactivity rate 0. 01%/sec

Maximum velocity of rod . 01%/sec

0. 304%/in. = 0. 033 in. /sec

In order for these shim rods to function as safety rods, they are equipped

with quick-release mechanisms. These quick-release mechanisms are electri-

cally actuated and are operated directly by the safety amplifiers. From a safety

standpoint it is extremely important that the amount of time elapse from the time

these release mechanisms receive a signal from the safety amplifiers until the

rods begin motion be held to a minimum. The actual tolerable amount of delay

will be determined by "accident" studies and safety system parameters. After
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release, the rods will drop into the core with an acceleration of essentially "g."

When a scram signal is received, the drive mechanisms are driven in the "insert"

direction at setback rod rates, in order to expedite the subsequent start-up.

There is one regulating rod in the OMR rod drive system. This regulating

rod is driven by circuits which are actuated by the neutron flux controller which

is programmed to produce a desired power level. The reactivity rate of this rod

will be in order of magnitude larger than the reactivity rate of all of the shim

rods moving together. The actual rate is adjustable between the speed of the

shim rods and a rate which will be determined by considering the desired speed

of response of the reactor to load changes in the steam cycle, the effect of the

temperature coefficient, the effect of small disturbances to the reactor operating

in steady state, etc.

In order for the regulating rod to function as a safety rod, it is also equipped

with a quick-release mechanism similar to those used for the shim rods. The

requirements for this release mechanism are the same as those for the shim rod

release mechanisms.

2. Power Level Control System - The automatic power level control system

is shown in Dwg. 9. Essentially, the system consists of two parts: the neutron

flux (power) controller and power level demand computer. The power level

demand computer calculates approximately the power level of the steam cycle and

programs the set point on the automatic flux controller to yield this power output.

The neutron flux controller functions as follows: The neutron flux is meas -

ured by an uncompensated ionization chamber or fission chamber. This signal is

amplified and drives a neutron flux recorder. This recorder is a two-decade

logarithmic recorder, to permit control from 1 to 100 per cent of full power.

The neutron flux controller has a gain adjustment which is compatible with

the fast rod rates used in this design. The output of the controller will position

the regulating rod according to the following equation:

dE

P = C1E + C2 fEdt+C 3 ) .. .(l)

where P = Regulating rod position

E = Flux error

C1 = Proportional gain
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C2 = Reset action

C3 = Rate action

t = Time

This action moves the regulating rod in such a direction so as to reduce the

flux error to zero. The proportional action ensures rapid control action at the

reception of an error signal by the controller. The reset action tends to zero out

any disturbances in the system such as changes in xenon concentration, changes

in temperature, changes in control rod position, etc. The rate action tends to

prevent overshoots when the control system responds to an error. Thus, for any

system disturbance or change in set point, this type of flux control will tend to

return the reactor to its power level set point quickly.

When the operator desires to change the speed of the ship, he simply changes

the throttle-valve position. As the steam flow rate changes, the set point of the

hot leg temperature of the primary coolant is changed linearly so as to hold con-

stant steam pressure. This reference temperature is compared with the actual

temperature existing in the hot leg and the difference is fed to a controller which

will control the set point on the neutron flux controller. Using the boiler and

superheater effectiveness concept, the subsequent equations may be written.

The effectiveness of the superheater or evaporator from the primary side

is defined as the temperature drop of the primary coolant divided by the maxi-

mum temperature drop in the unit.

TH - Th
ESH =T 1 - ... (2)

ES H - Is

and

TH - TC

EEVT= Tt.. .(3)
TH -s

P = WC [ ESH + EEV - ESH EEV] H - ts) ... (4)

where E = Effectiveness

TH = Primary hot leg temperature
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T4 = Organic temperature between the superheater and the

evaporator

tS = Saturation temperature of the stream entering superheater

TC = Temperature of the organic exiting from the evaporator

tE = tS = Saturation temperature of the stream

W 1 = Flow rate of primary coolant

C = Average specific heat of the primary coolant

If the effectiveness of the superheater and evaporator are calculated, the

effectiveness of the superheater is found to be an order of magnitude smaller than

the effectiveness of this evaporator. For the purposes of this calculation the

effectiveness of the superheater is neglected and the equation for the power output

may be manipulated to yield,

P
TP t +...(5)TH = ts + WC EEV

The effectiveness of the evaporator may also be written in the following form:

UA
EEV =W1- - (...6)

where U = The over-all heat transfer coefficient

A = Area exposed to heat transfer

For this application, the flow rate, the heat transfer coefficient, the average

specific heat, and the area are all essentially constant and therefore the effective-

ness of the evaporator is approximately constant. Applying these approximations,

Eq. (5) gives the hot leg primary coolant temperature as a linear function of the

power output of the reactor in order to hold constant steam pressure. A plot of

this equation is shown in Fig. 13. Similar considerations will yield the other

plots in this figure. By using the hot leg temperature to control power rather

than actually computing the power output of the steam evaporator and superheater

enables the control system to respond to changes in power level much faster and

improves the over-all characteristics of the control system. A change in steam

flow will immediately change the set point on the neutron flux controller.
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By assuming the power in the steam cycle to be approximately proportional

to the quantity of steam flow at constant pressure, steam flow can be programmed

to supply the hot leg temperature reference set point. This relationship might

be noted by the following:

TH = A + BF() ... (7)

where A corresponds to the saturation temperature

B is a constant

F(s) = steam flow

Because of non-linearities in the foregoing analysis and others in other parts

of the system, it is necessary to constantly reset the reference hot leg tempera-

ture by integrating the variations in the steam pressure and adding this signal with

the appropriate scaling factor to the hot leg reference temperature.

A three-circuit selector switch enables the operator to choose either the

starboard loop, the port loop, or the average of the two loops hot leg temperature

to compare with the reference hot leg temperature. This selector switch is by-

passed in the event of low flow in either of the loops. If the starboard loop fails,

relay R4 closes and relay R1, 4 opens (Dwg. 9). If the port loop fails, relay R1

closes and relay R1, 4 opens. This prevents the operator from using the wrong

loop to control the reactor and relieves him of the duty of changing the position

of the selector switch if a pump in one of the primary loops fail.

The difference between the primary loop hot leg temperature and the set

point temperature represents an error which is fed to a set point controller. This

controller positions the set point according to a relationship very similar to Eq. (1 )

where P now represents the set point position and E represents the temperature

error. In actuality the use of a controller for this function may not be necessary;

if the system is quite stable, a simple integrating device may be adequate. This

controller is equipped with an "auto -manual" transfer switch to enable the operator

to position the power level set point manually.
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VIII. AUXILIARY REACTOR AND STEAM PLANT EQUIPMENT

A. PURIFICATION AND MAKE -UP SYSTEMS

1. Coolant Purification and Make-Up (Refer to Dwg. 10) - The polymer

concentration in the organic cooling system is maintained at 30 per cent by weight

by a continuous purification system. A stream of 175 lb/hr is pumped from the

coolant expansion tank, through a heater, to a vacuum distillation column. This

feed stream is at 622* F and 35 psig, and the column operates at 8 in. of mercury

absolute and 6220 F.

Heat is supplied to the bottom of the column by means of an external electric

heater. The bottoms in the column are pumped through the heater and back to

the column. A reflux ratio of 1:1 is used. Vapors from the column are condensed

in a total condenser and cooled to 450* F. Sea water is used as the coolant in the

tubes of the condenser. A reflux pump provides the necessary pressure for flow

control in the reflux line. The column produces 123 lb/hr of distillate containing

1 per cent by weight of polymer.

The distillate flows into a receiver tank of 600 gallons capacity from which

the product is pumped back to the coolant system at the rate of 175 lb/hr. To

made up the difference of inlet and outlet flows of the receiver tank, periodically

a charge of fresh organic coolant equivalent to the waste from the still bottoms

is allowed to flow in from a melt tank. The receiver tank has level control and

alarm instrumentation to maintain the level between fixed limits.

The waste product from the still is pumped alternately into one of two

200-gallon tanks. A level controller in the still regulates the rate. Because the

tank receiving waste is at 8 in. Hg. absolute, the pressure must be equalized with

the atmosphere before the waste will flow by gravity into disposal drums. This

is accomplished by operating a three-way valve which shuts off the vent system

from the tank and allows 10 psig nitrogen to flow in. The nitrogen pressure in

the waste tank helps force the waste product from the tank. While this tank is

being emptied, the second tank is being filled.

To maintain equal flow to and from the purification system the following

instrumentation is used. An orifice and flow control valve are placed in the inlet

and outlet lines. The pressures from the orifices feed into a flow ratio recording
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controller, and the signal from this controller adjusts the flow control valves to

give the proper flows in the inlet and outlet lines.

The terphenyl is taken aboard in 55-gallon steel drums. The organic is

contained in polyethylene bags within these drums, and the bags with the organic

contained are dumped into the melt tank. The plastic bag melts with the charge,

and in this way any dust problem that might be encountered in filling the melt tank

is avoided. To facilitate melting and to exclude air from the purification system

to which the melt tank drains, a heel of melted organic is always maintained in

the melt tank.' The capacity of the melt tank is 200 gallons. As the steel drums

are emptied into the melt tank, they are used to receive waste product from the

still for sea burial.

2. Waste Polymer Handling and Disposal (Refer to Dwg. 8) - After the

drums containing fresh organic coolant are emptied into the melt tank, they be-

come available for filling with waste product from the distillation column. The

emptied drums are placed on an elevator belt and lowered into a conveyor in the

purification and waste disposal systems room. The conveyor moves the drum

along until the drum trips a stop which halts the drum in position for filling. A

nozzle then swings down into the hole in the top center of the drum and fills the

drum. Located at this point in the conveyor is a weighing mechanism. When the

drum has been filled, the weighing mechanism shuts off the nozzle, swings it up,

and starts the conveyor again. The weighing mechanism must be compensated to

eliminate the effect of the ship's motion.

An elevator is located at the end of the conveyor. Upon reaching the end of

the conveyor, the drum is transferred to the elevator, which lifts the drum through

a vertical chute to prevent the drum from falling off in heavy seas. The chute

curves over at the top of the elevator and goes through the hull. When the drum

reaches the curved portion of the chute, it topples from the elevator and into the

sea.

Because the waste product may not be a solid when it is dumped overboard,

it is necessary that a means of containing it in the drum be provided. A spring-

loaded check valve, replacing the usual plug, is screwed into the fill hole imme-

diately after emptying the drum into the melt tank. When the fill nozzle is lowered

into the fill hole, the check valve allows its entry, but prevents leakage of the

drum contents when it has swung closed.
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3. Gas Purification (Refer to Dwg. 10) - At the steady-state normal reactor

operating condition of 622 0 F and 35 psig, the vapor evolution rate is approximately

12.5 scfh. This is caused by a hydrogen evolution of 10.5 scfh and an assumed

nitrogen bleed into the seals of 2 scfh. However, the maximum vapor evolution

rate results whenever the system is originally pressurized to 35 psig and the

coolant temperature is raised from 4000* F to 622* F. Assuming that the coolant

temperature is raised from 400 F to 6220 F in a 1-hr period, the vapor evolution

rate will be approximately 10 scfm for this period. The reactor vapor handling

system is designed on this basis.

The maximum quantity of coolant is in the vapor state when the operating

temperature of 622 0 F is reached. At a vapor rate of 10 scfm, 60 lb/hr of coolant

is evolved. Therefore, the coolant vapor trap has to be capable of removing this

amount of coolant from the hydrogen and nitrogen gases. In addition, it must be

capable of cooling the reactor off -gas to the desired outlet temperature. The

coolant vapor trap heat load is approximately 18,500 Btu/hr. Adding a 50 per

cent safety factor, approximately 25 sq ft of surface is required for removal of

this heat to still air at 80 F. It is necessary to provide heaters on the outside

of the shell, in order to maintain the bulk liquid temperature at 4000 F during

normal vapor evolution (12.5 scfh) and to be able to melt the coolant in the trap

if it should freeze. Also, to ensure good vapor dispersion in the liquid, perforated

baffles and/or a perforated dip leg are required.

A fiberglass filter is provided in the vapor system, after the coolant vapor

trap, to remove any entrained particulate matter which could plug either the

adsorber cartridges or the steam exhauster. The filter is sized for a vapor velo-

city of 11 fpm, resulting in a diameter of approximately 12 inches. The filter is

packed to a depth of 3 ft with four layers of fiberglass, coarse at the entrance to

less coarse at the outlet. The pressure drop is less than 0.5 in. of water. The

filter is insulated to minimize heat loss and condensation.

The radioactive gas purification system is included in the vapor handling

system to allow continued operation of the reactor even if radioactivity is detected

in the off -gas stream. Normally, the flow will bypass this system and be exhausted

directly to the atmosphere through the stack. The path followed by the vapor will

be determined by a radiation recorder controller actuating a three-way valve.
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The system must be capable of removing xenon, krypton, and radioactive iodine.

Also, the system must be capable of removing the reactor coolant in equilibrium

with the vapor above the coolant vapor trap, to prevent plugging the system at

temperatures below 300* F (approx. ). Therefore, the following equipment is

provided: (1) iodine trap, (2) activated carbon adsorber for reactor coolant re-

moval, and (3) a silica gel adsorber for xenon and krypton removal.

The iodine trap is provided to remove the radioactive iodine from the off -

gas vapor at 4000 F (approx. ). It is sized for a gas velocity of 51 fpm and a

retention time of 0.06 min. This results in a bed 6 in. in diameter by 3 ft high,

packed with 1/4- or 1/2-in. Berl saddles coated with silver nitrate. The over-all

height is 4 ft, allowing 0.5 ft top and bottom for vapor space. Heaters are pro-

vided on the outside to maintain an operating temperature of 4000 F. However,

instrumentation is provided on these heaters to turn them off if the bed tempera-

ture increases above 5000 F, because the silver nitrate coating will start to melt

at this temperature.

The purpose of the activated carbon adsorber is to remove reactor coolant

from the gas stream, because the coolant would tend to plug the silica gel adsorber.

Two units are provided so that when one cartridge is saturated, the other can be

used. Each adsorber is designed so that the saturated cartridge can be removed

and a fresh one inserted. For a design basis, it was arbitrarily assumed that

the radioactive gas system would have to operate 25 days at normal vapor evolu-

tion rates and that the reactor would be brought up to operating temperature twice

during this period. This results in a coolant evolution of 35 lb (approx. ). Assum-

ing the activated carbon will adsorb 30 per cent of its own weight and its density

is 30 lb/cu ft, 4 cu ft of activated carbon is needed per trip. If each adsorber

contains one cartridge, 1 ft in diameter by 2 ft in height, three cartridges are

required per trip for the assumed conditions. These dimensions allow a velocity

through the cartridge of 13 fpm and a retention time of 0.15 min. , at design gas

rates. In order to determine when a cartridge is saturated with coolant, the piping

downstream from the adsorber will contain a bare finned coil section (15 to 20 ft

of coiled pipe) with a drain at the bottom; thus, any coolant passing through the

cartridge will condense out on the inside of the pipe and tend to plug it. Flow and

pressure indicators will record this tendency. The vapor stream will then be

switched to the second adsorber. The cartridge in the first adsorber will be
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replaced and the plugged section of finned pipe cleared by heating this section and

draining it from the coiled section.

The silica gel adsorber is provided to remove radioactive xenon and krypton

from the gas stream, should this become necessary. The adsorber consists of

a U-tube cold trap for pre-cooling of the gas from 2000* F to -130 F and a silica

gel cartridge for adsorbing the radioactive elements. The heat load on the ad-

sorber is about 6000 Btu/hr at design gas rates. The U-tube is 4-in. in diameter

by 3 ft on each vertical leg and 6 in. on the horizontal leg. It is filled with stain-

less steel turnings to promote heat transfer. The silica gel cartridge is 6 in. in

diameter by 3 ft high, filled with 6-16 mesh silica gel. This provides a velocity

through the cartridge of 51 fpm and allows 0.06 min. retention time. Both the

U-tube and the silica gel cartridge are contained in a tank through which freon is

continually pumped from a refrigeration unit. By this means a final gas tempera-

ture of -130 * F is anticipated. The off -gas from this adsorber will go to the stack.

Regeneration will be accomplished by draining the refrigerant solution from

the container around the silica gel cartridge and U-tube and then bleeding nitrogen

gas through the cartridge to the stack at a rate sufficient to dilute the radioactivity

below tolerance. This rate will be determined by the person responsible for

radioactivity release control.

A steam exhauster is provided on the stack. This exhauster accomplishes

three functions. It maintains a constant suction pressure on the reactor vapor

system, it maintains a constant suction pressure on the coolant purification system,

and it dilutes the hydrogen gas from the reactor with steam prior to exhausting it

to the atmosphere. The dilution of hydrogen gas is required to ensure against

an explosion, because the off-gas will be essentially hydrogen during normal

operation. The exhauster is designed to maintain a constant suction pressure of

8-in. Hg absolute with a gas load of 60 lb/hr and a steam pressure of 115 psig.

Assuming a 2-in. exhauster uses 115 lb/hr of steam to satisfy the above conditions,

the hydrogen will be diluted below the 5 per cent by volume required to prevent

an explosive condition.

A primary coolant expansion tank is connected to the reactor tank to accom-

modate pressure surges and varying coolant densities at start-up or shutdown.

The system is pressurized to 35 psig at the surge tank from a nitrogen manifold
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by a conventional pressure controller. The evolved vapors and purge gas are

removed from this tank and routed to a vapor trap where the organic vapors are

condensed and returned to the system. The uncondensed vapors are vented by

the pressure control system to the ship's stack.

Four pressure control and relief systems, connected to the primary coolant

expansion tank, limit the pressure build-up in the system. The first pressure

controller is set to maintain the pressure in the system at 35 psig and vent any

excess vapors from the coolant vapor trap to the vent and gas purification system

or to the stack. This system contains pressure, temperature, and flow indicators.

The second pressure controller is set to relieve the system pressure at

40 psig and is connected directly to the expansion tank. This system will maintain

constant pressure in case of malfunction of the 35 psig controller or vapor trap

and also vents excess vapors to the vent and purification system or to the ship's

stack.

The third pressure relief system contains a rupture disk and relief valve

set to open at 60 psig and vents the vapors below sea level when at sea or to an

emergency sea water cooled condenser when in port. Here the vapors are con-

densed, collected, and eventually dumped to the sea, non-condensable gases

being vented to the stack. This relief system is designed to relieve possible

surges caused by reactor malfunctions or minor steam leaks. At sea a three-way

valve is set to direct the flow of vapors to the sea. When approaching port, the

flow is directed to the condenser and sea water flow to the condenser is started.

The last pressure relief system with rupture disk and relief valve is set to

open at 125 psig and is vented directly to the ship's stack. This last pressure

relief system is necessary to prevent rupture of the primary coolant system

components in the event of a pressure surge which cannot be relieved by the other

systems.

B. SHIELD COOLING AND REACTOR SERVICES SYSTEM

The shield cooling system (refer to Dwg. 11) is designed to remove the heat

generated in the liquid organic shield which surrounds the reactor and the heat

generated in the reactor top and bottom lead shields. Organic is removed from

the lower part of the outside shield tank, flows through the pump and heat exchanger
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and is discharged into the upper part of the inside shield tank through a distributing

ring. Two parallel loops circulate coolant through coils imbedded in the top shield

plugs and the bottom lead shield.

A 3,000-gallon shield coolant storage and make-up tank is located above the

reactor primary coolant storage tank on the port side of the reactor compartment.

The shield cooling system is served by two identical motor -driven, 100 -gpm

pumps and two identical heat exchangers. One pump and one heat exchanger stand

by during normal operation. Cooling water is provided from the ships circulating

sea water service system.

The reactor services system (refer to Dwg. 11) supplies fresh water cooling

for the following uses:

1. Nuclear instrumentation channels

2. Instrument air compressor

3. Primary coolant pump seals

4. Primary coolant pump supports and bearing housings

5. Auxiliary coolant pump seals, supports and bearing housings

6. Coolant make -up pumps

7. Reflux pumps

8. Still heater circulating pump

These components are cooled by fresh water in a closed circuit, the heat

being removed in a fresh water - sea water heat exchanger. Make-up of fresh

water is from the plant condensate system. The fresh water temperatures at the

heat exchanger are 1600* F inlet and 1000* F outlet.

C. FUEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT (Dwg. 12, 13)

1. General - The fuel handling system is used to remove spent fuel elements

from the reactor core and to reload the core with new fuel elements. The fuel

handling system consists of a fuel handling coffin, rotatable top shield plugs with

rotating mechanisms, and fuel transfer casks.

The portion of the shield which is over the core tank is a circular rotatable

plug. This plug is 8 ft 10 in. in diameter and is made up of iron, lead, and thermal

insulation contained in a structural steel shell. Within this plug is a smaller

rotatable plug which is eccentrically located with respect to the larger plug.
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Within the smaller rotatable shield plug is a third plug which is removable and

provides an access port to the core. By indexing the two rotatable plugs the access

port can be positioned over any fuel element in the core.

The top shield rotating mechanism consists of a large plate approximately

11 ft in diameter. Eight holes for centering dowels are provided around the outer

periphery. This plate is supported on a build-up angle which is in turn supported

on 2-in. balls located in a race, welded to the core tank flange. Four centering

guides are provided for centering and holding in place this upper plate. Six

threaded holes for lifting studs are located in the plate. Studs are screwed through

these holes into attachments provided on the shield plug. By turning the nuts on

the studs, the shield can be lifted from its bearing surface with the load being

transferred to the ball-bearing assembly. A smaller eccentric rotating plate

approximately 63 in. in diameter is supported on 1-in. balls located in a race

machined in the larger plate. The smaller plate is provided with an eccentrically

located hole for fuel element removal. Four studs are located on the smaller

plate for lifting the inner eccentric shield plug from its bearing surface. Both

rotating plates are provided with gear tracks and hand-operated drive mechanisms.

When not in use, the top shield rotating mechanism assembly is stowed at a

designated location on the forward bulkhead of the compartment above the reactor.

The fuel handling coffin (Dwg. 13) is of steel and lead construction and is

designed to handle a single element at a time. The coffin is hydraulically operated

and supported by the shipboard bridge crane, which services the area over the

reactor and primary cooling system compartment. The main body of the coffin

is approximately 33 in. in diameter and provides 9 in. of lead around the fuel

element cavity. The over-all height of the coffin, including the hydraulic cylinder,

is 27 ft. Near the bottom of the coffin is a sliding plug which provides shielding

while the spent fuel element is being transported to the shipboard fuel handling

cell. There is a shielded skirt at the base of the coffin which protrudes into the

core access port in the inner rotating shield plug. The purpose of this skirt is

to provide additional shielding in the critical areas of the inner rotating plug while

the spent fuel element is being drawn into the coffin. The coffin cooling system

consists of 12 tube loops extending into the water-filled tank with supply and

return headers at the top of the main body of the coffin. The water tank and tube

nest, as well as the hydraulic cylinder, can be detached easily from the coffin
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for maintenance purposes. The hydraulic system as well as cooling water service

equipment is mounted on the bridge crane. Appleton-type hose reels are utilized

to deliver hydraulic and water services to the coffin.

The fuel transfer cask is designed to hold 9 spent fuel elements and will be

used to transfer spent fuel elements from shipboard to dockside handling facilities.

The over-all size of the cask is 38 in. by 38 in., with a height of approximately

10 ft including the cover. The fuel elements are held in place within the cask by

upper and lower support brackets. During the time required to transfer the cask

from the shipboard fuel handling cell to dockside receiving facilities, the fuel

elements are cooled by hydrocarbon liquid in the cask.

The fuel handling cell is located between the pump room and the reactor

primary cooling system compartment. This cell is 4-1/2 ft by 5 ft and approxi-

mately 28 ft deep. There is a hatch at the top of the cell which is at the 30-ft flat

and an access hatch over the cell on the boat deck. The cell contains a hydro-

carbon and during normal ship operation provides a portion of the shielding be-

tween the primary cooling system and the pump room. During fuel changing

periods the cell is used as a handling facility which receives the fuel transfer

cask. Prior to the fuel element unloading operation, the hydrocarbon liquid in

the cell is heated to approximately 250 - 3000 F with portable electric heaters.

This will minimize the quenching action or thermal shock to the fuel element

plates when the elements are being transferred from the handling coffin to the

transfer cask. When the transfer cask is resting on its support at the bottom of

the cell there will be a sufficient depth of hydrocarbon over the cask to reduce

the radiation level to tolerance at the surface. The cell is provided with vertical

guide brackets to center the transfer cask as it is being lowered to its seat.

2. Unloading - After the reactor is shut down and the terphenyl tempera-

ture has decreased to approximately 400 * F, the system is depressurized and the

core tank ventilation system is put into operation. The bolts securing the top

shield cover plate, the nitrogen purge line, and the plug cooling lines are then

removed so the cover plate can be removed and stowed. The small shield plug

is removed and stowed in a recess provided for it in the shielded deck over the

primary cooling system. After the top shield cooling coils have been disconnected,

the shield rotating mechanism assembly is brought into position over the reactor
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and placed on its operating support. The handling of the cover plate and rotating

mechanism assembly is accomplished with the fuel handling bridge crane. After

the shield plugs have been lifted from their bearing surfaces and are free to rotate,

the fuel transfer cask and the fuel handling coffin are brought aboard with the aid

of a dockside crane. The transfer cask, with the cover removed and containing

hydrocarbon coolant, is lowered through the access hatch and into the heated

hydrocarbon liquid in the fuel handling cell. Next, the fuel handling coffin is

lowered through the access hatch and transferred to the bridge crane It is then

placed on the small rotatable plate being accurately positioned by the centering

dowels. By operating the rotating and indexing mechanisms, the coffin is accu-

rately positioned over the first fuel element to be removed from the core. With

the bottom shield plug in the coffin open, the reach rod is lowered into the core

tank by actuating the hydraulic cylinder. The reach rod attaches to the head of

the fuel element. The cylinder is then reversed and the fuel element is unlocked

from the top grid plate and withdrawn from the core into the shielded portion of

the handling coffin.

Calculations (Reference 20) indicate that the central element can be drawn

into the fuel handling coffin 12 hours after shutdown of the reactor if the fuel

handling coffin cooling system is in operation. Without the fuel handling coffin

cooling system in operation, the central element can be removed from the core

after 18 hours of reactor down time. Thus, depending on the situation at the time

for refueling, the operation of the coffin cooling system may not be necessary.

The above calculations assumed reactor operation at 0.8 plant factor for 15 months

and limiting fuel element surface temperature of 7500 F.

With the coffin bottom plug in the closed position, the coffin is lifted from

the rotatable plate and transported to the fuel handling cell. There it is positioned

and, with the bottom plug open, lowered into the cell until the base of the coffin

is approximately 9 feet from the top of the transfer cask. Then the reach rod is

again extended from the bottom of the coffin and the spent fuel element is lowered

into its position in the transfer cask. With the fuel element disengaged, the

reach rod is drawn back into the coffin and the coffin is returned to the access

port over the core to remove the next fuel element. When 9 spent fuel elements

have been loaded into the transfer cask, the cover is lowered through the access

hatch and into the fuel handling cell by the dockside crane. After the cover is
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secured, the loaded cask is removed from the vessel to dockside unloading facili-

ties and another cask is lowered into the fuel handling cell.

3. Reloading New Fuel Elements - After the spent fuel elements have been

removed from the core, a new element support rack loaded with new fuel elements

is lowered through the access hatch to the top of the fuel handling cell. This rack

is designed to hold 9 new fuel elements and fits into the upper portion of the fuel

handling cell. New fuel elements are uncrated on dockside and loaded into the

support rack prior to being taken aboard. Since the fuel element orificing will

vary for different locations in the core, each element will be coded and must be

placed in a specific location in the core. Loading charts will be provided which

show fuel element locations and the loading sequence. The reloading operations

will be performed much in the same manner as unloading, utilizing the fuel

handling coffin, shield rotating and indexing mechanisms, and the dockside crane

for bringing aboard new fuel elements.

After the core has been reloaded, the fuel handling coffin and new element

support rack are removed from the vessel to shoreside storage facilities; the

rotatable shield plugs are lowered to their bearing surfaces and the shield rotating

assembly is removed and stowed. The small shield plug is then replaced in the

core access port and the top shield cover plate returned to its place over the top

shield and secured. The core tank ventilation system is shut off and the duct valves

closed. The next step is to reconnect the top shield cooling lines and gas pres-

surizing and relief lines. Repressurizing may now commence; after seals, con-

nections, and valves have been checked for leaks, the reactor portion of the

primary cooling system is ready for the normal start-up procedure.

4. Shoreside Facilities - To support the reactor fuel changing operations,

the following dockside facilities are required:

a. Spent fuel element storage tank

b. 30-ton crane

c. Storage facilities for fuel coffin, casks, crated new fuel elements,

new organic coolant, etc.

d. Liquid organic storage tanks

e. Spare parts and instrument repair space.
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The spent fuel element storage tank should be sized to accommodate an

entire core loading of fuel elements as well as the sixteen control elements. The

proposed facility includes a steel tank, 7-ft 5 in. square and 25 ft deep. The tank

has an extension on one side to receive the spent fuel element transfer cask. This

portion of the tank is 3 ft 8 in. square by 36 ft deep. Within the main body of the

tank is a support and holding rack designed to receive 289 elements. The rack

is divided into several sections by steel plates lined with a neutron-absorbing

material. The tank is filled with an organic liquid which provides cooling for the

stored elements and also provides sufficient shielding over the elements. The

tank is embedded in concrete and has a light removable cover at the top. The

tank should be installed adjacent to the ship's docked position. The area over the

tank should be serviced by a small crane or hoist to assist in the handling of the

spent elements. Transfer of the elements from the transfer cask to the storage

racks will take place within the organic filled tank.

A dock crane of at least 30 tons capacity and capable of servicing both the

areas over the ship's fuel cell handling hatch and the dockside spent element

receiving tank is required.

Other dockside facilities required for servicing the reactor portion of the

ship's power plant include storage space for the fuel handling coffin, the two fuel

transfer casks, new fuel transfer racks, new organic coolant and storage space

for miscellaneous spare parts and tools. Storage tanks with a total capacity of

approximately 10,000 gallons are required for organic make-up to the ship's fuel

handling cell and the dockside fuel element storage tank.

D. PROPULSION AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

1. Main Propelling Unit (Refer to Dwg. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) - The

ship's main propelling unit is a cross-compound, double reduction type unit, con-

sisting of one high pressure turbine, one low pressure turbine, and one double-

reduction gear connected to the turbines by means of flexible couplings.

The ahead turbines and gear are designed to deliver a normal power of

20,000 shp at about 102 rpm of the propeller, with steam conditions of 435 psia

and 5750 F total temperature at the throttle and when exhausting at 1 -1/2 in. Hg

abs. , at 75* F sea water temperature. Also, the unit is designed and nozzled to

operate continuously at 22,000 shp at about 105 propeller rpm.
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With reference to the heat balance diagram (Dwg. 16), extraction steam for

feedwater heating and other required purposes is bled at three different points

(H. P. - 16,960 lb/hr @ 135 psia; Crossover Pipe - 8160 lb/hr @ 39 psia; and

L. P. - 14,210 lb/hr @ 8 psia) at Normal Power. The non-extraction steam rate

of the main propelling turbine unit, including all turbine and gear losses, when

operating under normal power steam and vacuum conditions, does not exceed

7.9 lb/shp/hr.

An astern turbine, consisting of suitable impulse-type wheels, is incor-

porated in the exhaust end of the low pressure turbine casing. It delivers at

least 80 per cent of the normal ahead torque when operating astern at 50 per cent

of the normal ahead rpm.' The astern turbine will meet the above requirements

when supplied with steam at the normal pressure and temperature and vacuum of

27 1/2 in. Hg abs. and with steam flow equal to normal ahead steam flow.

The main reduction gears are double-reduction, double-helical, articulated

type, flange -coupled to the single main propeller shaft. A motor -driven shaft

turning gear is provided.

The design of the entire propulsion system including turbines, gears, shaft-

ing, propeller, and attached associated equipment is such that no serious torsional

or longitudinal vibrations occur within the range of operating speeds.

The turbines are designed and fitted to provide for operating either turbine

separately, in case of a casualty to the other unit. In case of loss of the steam

propelling system by loss of the steam supply, failure of the equipment, or for

other reasons, "Take -Home" power is provided by means of two 400 -hp electric

motors connected in tandem to the first-reduction pinion of the main reduction

gear, which are energized from either of the two 1,000 kva standby diesel gen-

erators. These motors are connected to (disconnected from) the pinion by means

of a bolted coupling which can be readily closed (opened) manually when required.

2. Electric Generator System - Refer to Dwg. 21 and 22 for the one-line

diagram of electrical distribution. The electric generating system consists of

one turbo-generator rated 1875 kva @ 0.8 PF, 2400-v, 60 -cycle, 3-phase, and

two standby diesel generators rated 1000 kva @ 0.8 PF, 2400-v, 60-cycle, 3-phase.

Only the main coolant pump motors and "Take-Home" motors are wired for

2400-v supply. Other major electric power is @ 440 v, to be furnished by means
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of 2400/450-v transformers. Lighting and minor 120-230-v power is furnished

by means of 450/120-230-v, 3-phase transformers.

Also provided is one emergency diesel generator rated 100 kva @ 0.8 PF,

450-v, 60 -cycle, 3-phase. It is located on the Boat Deck, as shown in Dwg. 14.

3. Main and Auxiliary Steam Systems - Refer to heat balance, Dwg. 16

and 20. Superheated steam @ 435 psia and 5800* F flows from the reactor room

to the engine room, for direct supply to the H. P. and astern turbines, turbo -

generator, main and emergency feed pumps and fire- and-butterworth pump. A

portable emergency section of main steam piping, with necessary flanges and

fittings, is provided for operating either the H. P. or L. P. turbines separately

(see Main Propelling Unit, above). Provisions are made for dumping excess

steam automatically to the main condenser, by way of a reducing and desuper -

heating station. Other steam systems, pumps, and units are supplied by way of

an external desuperheater (outlet - 425 psia and 4900 F) and reducing valves, as

shown in Dwg. 20 and 23. The steam temperature of 4900 F was selected to

comply with U. S. Coast Guard rules which limit steam temperatures in a tanker

pump room to 5000 F.

4. Auxiliary Exhaust Systems - Refer to Dwg. 23. The steam- driven

auxiliaries exhaust into an auxiliary exhaust main which normally discharges to

the deaerating feedwater heater (DFT). Supplementary exhaust is provided from

the main turbine crossover bleeder connection (Bleeder "B"), as available, and

from the auxiliary steam system by way of an automatic reducing valve (150/37 psig),

as necessary to supplement the exhaust pressure. Excess exhaust is dumped

(40 psia) into the main condenser, or auxiliary condenser in port.

At normal power, steam is extracted from the main turbines at the following

points:

Bleeder No. Service Psia

A H. P. Feedwater Heater 135

B Deaerating Feed Tank 39

C L. P. Feedwater Heater and Distilling Plant 8

Escape piping is provided for all safety and relief valve discharges to protect

personnel, to be routed as practicable to a single atmospheric outlet well clear of

the weather decks.
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5. Feed and Condensate Systems (Dwg. 24) - The feedwater system is a

fully closed type system and is capable of supplying feedwater to the steam gen-

erator (reactor room) at not less than 336*0 F under all operating conditions.

Feedwater is heated in three stages; L. P. Heater, which may be combined with

the gland leak-off condenser and drain cooler; the deaerating feedwater tank and

heater; and the H. P. Heater (refer to auxiliary exhaust systems, above, for heat

sources for the heaters). The pumps of the system are two turbine-driven main

feed pumps, one reciprocating port feed pump, two main condensate pumps, one

auxiliary condensate pump, and one gland exhauster.

All low points in the high pressure steam lines and valves and the whistle

are drained to the DFT and atmospheric drain tank. Low points in the bleeder,

exhaust, and escape piping are drained to the atmospheric drain tank. Drains

from the cargo tank heating coils, lube oil heating coils, and any other sources

which may be contaminated by oil are led by way of a salt water drain cooler and

a Lawson, or equal, deoiling filter to a drain inspection tank. An atmospheric

drain collecting tank of suitable capacity, vented to the atmosphere and drained

either to the main or auxiliary condensers, is provided.

6. Condensers and Air Ejectors, Main and Auxiliary - One two-pass,

surface-type main condenser is installed athwartship directly below the L. P.

turbine. Refer to main and auxiliary circulating water systems (Dwg. 25) below,

for the cooling water arrangements.

One single-pass surface-type auxiliary condenser is provided for the turbo-

generator. Tubes are identical to those installed in the main condenser.

Each condenser is provided with one twin two-stage air ejector mounted on

a combined inter and after condenser. The main air ejector also incorporates a

vapor condenser section to handle gland vapor and air leakage from the main

turbine glands.

7. Main and Auxiliary Circulating Water Systems - Refer to Dwg. 25.

Cooling water for the main condenser is supplied by one motor-driven main cir-

culating pump, which has adequate capacity for the main condenser at maximum

rated power and for both main lubricating oil coolers. Also, the main circulating

pump is arranged to take an emergency bilge suction.
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Cooling water for the auxiliary condenser is supplied by either of two iden-

tical auxiliary circulating pumps, one of which is a standby for the operating unit.

Each pump has adequate capacity for the auxiliary condenser under all operating

conditions, plus cooling water for the turbo-generator lubricating oil and air

coolers.

8. Distilling Plant - One double-effect low-pressure saltwater distilling

plant, including all necessary pumps, heat exchangers, equipment, and instruments

for efficient operation is installed. The plant has a normal capacity of

12,000 gal/24 hr of fresh water having a salt content not exceeding 0.25 grains of

sea salt per U. S. gallon, when supplied with steam to the first effect tube nest

at 5 psig, 850 F sea water temperature, and a brine density of 1.5/32 in the second

effect shell. The clean tube capacity under the above conditions is 130 per cent

of the normal capacity, i.e., 15,600 gal/24 hr. At normal power under the above

conditions, without bleeding auxiliary steam to the auxiliary exhaust system, the

distilling plant capacity is not less than 5,500 gal/24 hr.

The distilling plant meets all of the requirements of the U. S. Public Health

Service for low-pressure (vacuum) type plants.

9. Salt Water Systems - The following salt water systems are provided:

Main and auxiliary condenser circulating (refer to feed and condensate systems,

above), and circulating water service system (refer to Dwg. 25).

The circulating water service system is served by three identical motor-

driven pumps, one of which is a standby under normal operating conditions.

Cooling water service is provided to the lubricating oil coolers to the main feed,

cargo oil, and fire - and-butterworth pumps; the ship's service and air conditioning

freon condensers; stern-tube and steady bearings; standby diesel generator engines;

and to the reactor room (condensers in the purification and vent system). Standby

connections are provided to the distiller circulating system and to the firemain.

The firemain is served by one motor-driven centrifugal fire pump located

on a flat below the steering gear room. The pump takes suction from a separate

sea chest. Its motor has an emergency source of power from the emergency diesel

generator, the power cable for which is routed clear of the engine room. Also,

the firemain is served by the turbine-driven fire-and-butterworth pump located in

the engine room. The general service pump, a vertical duplex steam reciprocating

pump, is arranged for standby service on the firemain.
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10. Diesel Oil Service and Transfer System - Refer to Dwg. 26. Two motor-

driven diesel oil transfer pumps are provided. They take suction from the diesel

oil double-bottom tanks and clean diesel oil tank, and discharge to the diesel oil

tanks for the standby diesel generators (engine room) and the emergency diesel

generator (boat deck), the motor-driven diesel oil purifier, and to a small boat

filling connection on the upper deck. A swinging ell connection to the ballast dis -

charge and suctions to the reactor room cofferdams is also provided from the

diesel oil transfer system.

11. Ship's Service and Control Air System - The ship's service compressed

air system is served by one motor-driven air-cooled compressor together with

air receiver, separator, relief valves, suction and discharge stop valves, auto-

matic start- and-stop switch, and necessary accessory equipment for efficient

operation.

The control compressed air system is served by a connection from the ship's

service system.

There is a diesel-driven, radiator cooled compressor, with a detachable

pawl-type starting handle, for dead ship start. The compressor is complete with

all accessories and is located in the emergency generator room and discharges

to the emergency generator starting air receivers.

12. Cargo Oil System - The cargo oil system is served by four turbine -

driven cargo oil pumps of the vertical centrifugal type, located in the after pump

room.

There are three cargo stripping pumps of the vertical duplex reciprocating

type, located in the after pump room.

A fire-and-butterworth pump of the turbine-driven horizontal centrifugal

type is installed in the engine room, complete with heater, drain cooler, and all

associated equipment necessary to the efficient operation of the system.
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IX. WEIGHTS, TRIM, AND STABILITY

A. WEIGHTS

The lightship weight is distributed in the following manner:

Hull

Outfitting

Hull engineering

Machinery

Lightship total

2 1/2 per cent weight margin

Lightship with margin

8, 382 Long tons

620

730

1, 837

11, 569

289

11, 858 Long tons

The above weights have a center of gravity 378 feet from the forward per-

pendicular of the ship and 30.26 feet above the base line of the ship. The distri-

bution of machinery weights which include the reactor plant is as follows:

Main propulsion

Feed and condensate equipment

Evaporator equipment

Shafting and propeller

Lubricating oil system

Air systems

Reactor plant

Steam piping

Liquids in machinery

Misc ellaneous

Total machinery

184. 00 Long tons

32. 92

18.88

132. 17

21.80

3.66

708. 50

48. 36

269. 08

290. 63

1837. 0 Long tons

The resultant deadweight tonnage of the ship is 38,020 tons (100 per cent

full). This compares with 38,911 tons for this tanker with a conventional power

plant. The difference in deadweight is resolved when one accounts for the fuel

oil weight in a conventionally powered tanker. This is discussed in NAA-SR- 1879.

Also, further studies should indicate a substantial weight savings with respect to

the reactor plant. The portion of the lightship weight attributable to the nuclear

power plant is as follows: (refer to p. IX-2)
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Steam evaporators (empty)

Steam superheaters (empty

Primary coolant and steam piping

Reactor tank

Shield water heat exchanger and pumps

Auxiliary heat exchanger and pumps

Primary shield liquid

Fuel

Purification and gas handling system

Thermal Shield

Primary shield tank

Rotating plug cooling coils

Grid plates

Rotating shield plate

Cover plate

Reactor tank insulation

Control rod drive mechanisms

Control and safety rods

Instrumentation and piping

Coolant in system

Primary coolant piping (empty)

Primary coolant pumps and motors

Primary coolant valves

New coolant supply

Coolant storage tank (empty)

Expansion tank

Sub -pile room

Primary shield lead

Structural support for reactor and equipment

Secondary lead shielding

Secondary shield iron

Water in steam generating system

Total - Reactor equipment

8.90

13. 40

10. 00

21.90

3. 56

4.45

148. 00

14. 20

2. 00

31. 10

24. 60

0.45

4. 55

6. 24

5.61

0. 71

1. 70

1. 43

2.67

49. 00

13. 40

17. 80

2.67

26. 70

6.68

2. 23

1. 34

299. 00

44. 64

111.61

35. 71

11. 16

927. 41

Long tons
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B. TRIM AND STABILITY CONDITIONS

The tankage and trim and stability conditions (Fig. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and

19) have been outlined for three conditions: full load, at sea-ballast, and light

ballast (clean only).

No consideration was made of varying the consumables, because they consist

of only 120 tons of stores andfreshwater. The diesel oil carried is only for

emergency use and will not normally be consumed.

Diesel oil is carried in the cofferdams surrounding the reactor room. Since

it is desirable that the cofferdams be filled with a liquid, it is preferable to use

the diesel oil and so increase the possible cargo deadweight. In case of emergency,

the 20 tons of diesel oil in the double bottom will last for four days, after which

it will be possible to drain the cofferdams.

The ship is designed so that in normal use, namely carriage of crude oil,

the Nos. 4 and 6 wing tanks will be used as clean ballast tanks. In this condition,

the ship can be brought to its load waterline by any cargo with a stowage factor of

45.0 cu ft/ton or less, which completely covers the range of crude oils. In addi-

tion, if the Nos. 4 and 6 wing tank are used, the ship can accommodate a full

cargo deadweight with a factor of 50.0 cu ft/ton, assuming 98 per cent use of the

cubic capacity, which includes gasoline.

The two ballast conditions show how the ship can be ballasted to a reasonable

draft for travel at sea with no cargo, and how it can be ballasted by clean ballast

alone for entering ports.

Regarding the heavy reactor compartment equipment weights from the stand-

point of stability, it is now apparent that their vertical location is not critical.

The reactor location was originally set as low as possible. It is now considered

advisable to raise the reactor itself with a view toward accomplishing the following

gains:

1. Facilitate the structural support of the reactor, by allowing for deeper

webs and floors in double bottom.

2. Increase working clearance between control rods and bottom shell

(including stiffeners in way of control rod room).

3. Increase floor space and width of reactor room, allowing for more flexi-

bility in equipment and piping layout. Possibility of reducing compart-

ment length is thus made available.
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4. Reduction in GM to obtain a more confortable rolling of the vessel. The

values obtained in the three conditions studied are high, and would give

too short a period of rolling.
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OIL CA RGO S W . BA LL. D IESEL OIL FRESH W ATEk

OIL CARGO B S. W. BALLAST

CAPACITY LCJG K. G. L.C. G. FREE
SPACE CU.,FTACY. C.G. . %FULL TONS FT. FT. SURFACE

N.T P#BS 41,731 25.25 T8.FT _98__.}_} .021

NO. I C 67,958 25.25 228.5F 9 ________ o
N.T2 C8 _____31____ . I9 3. F______

N T89,284 - . 5F ___9 __________ t
N0. 3 PBS 89,335 25.25 TTBT 98 1 __9__ _.

N. 3 C 89,396 25.25 i53.SF 90 2.o0Q _ _ ,_9

+Q. 4 PBSS91,670 T5.25 ITI. o -
NO 4 89.396 25.252 0i00 ,8 zo _ .4 9
NO. 5 PS 92,120 255 SF 98 20OO ___045

NO 5 C 89,396 25.25 7.5 98 'o4o _*_9

NO. 6 PAs 92,120 25.25 335F 0 -
NO. 6 C 89.396 25.25 33.5F 8 1000 .059

NO. 7 PBS 92,120 25.25 6.5A 9 2059 .045

NO. 7 C 89,396 25.25 6.5A 98 2.040 -.05
NO. 8 PBS 91,861 25.25 46.5A 9 2.053 ,1045

NO. 8 C 89,396 25.25 4 6.5A 98 2000 .059

NO 9 PBS 91,126 25.25 86 5A 98 2057 ._4f

NO. 9 C 49,396 25.25 865A 9T o2000
NO 10 PBS 87,976 25.25 1 26.5A 9 o)68 .045

NO.10 C 89,396 25.25 126.SA 9$ _000" .059
NO. II P S Q, 301 2525 1O66.5A 9 I1515
NO. 1 1 C 50,899 25.Z5 I 5 7.5A 96 (37 -_3_.

TOTAL ALLTAtJI(1 e,85o,U3 _ 7,16 2.5-2 25.62 F .

TANKAGE

CAP'Y- TONS K.G. L.C.G. COND- FREE CONTENTS -TON VERT. LONG'L
TANK 98

0 IO(/o 100% ITION SURF. MOM. MOM.
NO. 00 F WS.W. F T. FT. % LOSS. 0.0. F. W. S. W.

FOREPEAK - 9 ___

D.T NO. I PBS -980 22 93 F
D.T. NO.2 PBS I 37 22 249.F
D.8.NO. I PBS 208 3 236.5A
D.8. NO. 2 ATH. .1 0 4 28&.5A Ti o
REACTOR RM COFF. t222 - 16 205.0 100 2112

DIST WATER PBSS 78 45 300.5A 10 _8

FRESH WATER 102 56 245A _tol

AFTERPEAK 248 30 321A
TOTAL DIESEL OIL tin

TOTAL FRESH WATER 18o

GRAND TOTAL__42. _e

STABILITY B TRIM

*CONDITION FULL LOAD

SNIPS 38, DWT TANKER 1OTE 12 - 28 - 56 BY PATTERSON SHEE T 3 OF $

OMR POWER PLANT REv. 1-24-i

SWOWAE OF CAIGO Ot - 44.7 CiiFT/TON

9 ThESE - S RESERVED FOR CLEAN BALLAST
* tESEL OIL PERMANENTL' SToQED IN REAC.TO OROOM

COFFEDAMS/ -100 % FULL

Fig. 14. Loading, Oil Cargo & Sea Water Ballast, Full Load
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SHIP 36QO DWT TANKERR DATE BY SHEET

ONCR PowER PLANT I -24-57 PATTERSOt 4 of
STABILITY AND TRIM CALCULATIONS CONDITION

FULL LOAD
C.G. ABOVE BASE C.G. FROM MIDSHIP SECTION

5 V MMtAARDISP
ITEM CONDITION AND LEVER VERT. MOM. FEET AFTER FEET FORWARD FREE

WEIGHT FT. FT. TONS AFT MOMENTS FORD MOMENTS SURFACE
TONS FT. TONS FT. TONS

L HT SHIP 1_, -0 B 30.4 360 1A 8 41.5 4 92, 19
CREW E FFEC'TS76 53.0 975 116.5 9,736
TO RE s 18 75.0 ,350 120.0 2.160

FRESH WAT.R IO z 56.O 5,712 245.0 24,4 0
P 5T1L..t'O WA T .R 78 45.0 3,610 3oo. 1G23,43q
9.0. IN REACTOR jM.CoFFER DA __tv_ 222 16.0 3,552 205.0 'f5S o
DIESEL OLIM DOU TLE0TTOM 20 1.0 20 194.6 63O
CARGO OIL 3__ 26 1 2.5.25 4 oS 40 25.42 95, 1.0

60&157 9 x4627

TOTAL - SHIP IN CONDITION 4( a.3g 4 "' )l9(47_7,o 351B7o 0 D.C

MEAN S. W. DRAFT v'--7T" LCG, FWD 7, oa9 FT. LCF 34f, 4 3 FT.

KM 3.-04 FT. LCB,FWD 9. 6( FT. DRAFT FWD 35 "

KG 26,57FT. TRIM LEVER,AFT (.57 FT. DRAFT AFT 37 '-3'/"

GM 11'47 FT. MOMENT TO TRIM I" 5 0 & 6 FT. - TONS

CORR. FOR F.S. 1.00 FT. TRIM IN INCHES, AFT 1 5,38 "
GM AVAILABLE i0.47 FT.

GM REQUIRED FT.

Fig. 15. Stability & Trim Calculations, Full Load
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OIL CARGO S W. BALL. DIESEL OIL FRESH WATER

OIL CARGO a S. BALLAST

SPACE CAPACITY V.C . G LCLG. % FULL TONS K G. L C. 6. FREE
SAECU. FT. VC FLL TN T. FT. SURFACE

0. 1 8S 41,731 25.25 228.5_F
NO. I C 67,958 25 .2 5 226F.5 _

MO 2 C IF915725 i93.5FE___
NO. 3 PBS 89,335 25.25 i 3.5 _

NO 3 C 89,396 25.25 153.5F
- . 4 PBS 91,670 25.25 i173.5F2 5 O 1.4
NO 4C 89,396 25.25 _1_3.5F

NO. 5 PBS 92,120 25.25 73-SF
NO 5 C 89,396 25.25 73.5 F 199L ' ,iOi 1
NO. 6 PBS 92,120 25.25 33.5 F 1 4167g 0.04
NO. 6 C 89,396 25-25 33-SF
NO 7 PBS 92,120 25.25 .5A
NO. 7 C 89,396 25.25 .5A 1 250.O3
NO. 8 P8S 91,861 25.25 46.5A

NO 8 C 89,396 25.25 46 5A

NO 9 PBS 91,126 25.25 86 5A
NO 9 C 6 25.25 6,65A 46 '25 031
NO 10 PBS 87,976 25.25 126.5A
NO 10 C 89,396 25.25 126.5SA
NO I I PBS 7301 25. 66 5A 2 .. ,__I .i
NO. 1 1 C 50,899 29.75 1 57.5A
ToTAL ALL TAMKs 1,850,021 _14846 .,7

TANK AGE

CAP'Y - TONS K. G. L.C.G. COND- FREE CONTENTS- TON VERT LONG'L
TANK 98 b IO 1/O100% ITION SURF. MOM. MOM.

NO. 00. F W SW. FT. FT. % LOSS. 0.0. F. W. S.W.

FOREPEAK - 497 T Ji -
D.T NO I PBS 980 222 93 F
D. T NO. 2 PBS IQ37 22 298.5 V
D.8. NO I PS 208 3 236.5A

0. 8. NO. 2 ATH. I O - - 4 24.5A __,Q

REACTOR RM COFF. 222 1 6 205.0 2 ,2

01ST WATER PBS 78 4 5 300.5A - 7
FRESH WATER 102_ 56 42 4A _02

AFTERPEAK 248 30 32A
TOTAL DIESEL OIL -
TOTAL FRESHWATER 8d0
GRA6 O TOTAL 251

STABILITY B TRIM

-CONDITIONs A'T SEA- BALLAST
514IP: 38,OWT TANKER I aTE It2-28- 56 BY PATTERSON SHEET 5 OF 8

aTNESE TANKS RESERVE FOR CLEAN OALLAST.
k V o1SEL dIL PER1IANENTLY STORED (N REACTOR RooI

Co0FERDAMS, 10009 FULL.

Fig. 16. Loading, Oil Cargo & Sea Water Ballast, At Sea
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SHIP 35003 w TANK P. DATE BY SHEET

0 M R P ow E-R PL A N T - 24-57 PWTERso(N (6 OF
STABILITY AND TRIM CALCULATIONS CONDITION

AT SE.A - 5ALLA 5T

C.G. ABOVE BASE C.G. FROM MIDSHIP SECTION

6>uMM4%f DISP

ITEM CONDITION AND LEVER VERT. MOM. FEET AFTER FEET FORWARD FREE
WEIGHT FT. FT. TONS AFT MOMENTS FORD MOMENTS SURFACETONS FT. TONS FT. TON S

LI GMT SKIP _ 8(___ 0 243a 0o.4 36D ,88 41,5 492, 190
CREW 4 E.FEC.TS 5 53.0 3,975 116.5 878 _

S TOR ES _ _..18 7 1O350 120.0 2,(60

F Ri WAT ER 10 2. 56.0 5,7 12 2450 2+4, 9 90
D1STILLED w ArER 78 .O 3510 30 15 2.4 1
D.0" I N REACTOR R . COFFERDAM 222. 16.0 55 2 4503 .0___51

DIESELl Ol. IN pOuB LEB rTTOM _ 2.0 1.0 20 286.5' 5733

SALT WATER B LLAST _17 360 24.72 429,175 3 A5 4523 .17

_ o'7 57 6 6 2.33

TOTAL-SHIP IN CONDITION 29,1~35 17.5 807,454 22 o t s,47G I

MEAN S. W. DRAFT 23 -- (11 LCG, FWD 2.0 2 FT. LCF '8FT.

KM 41.7-o FT. L CB, FWD 13. 47 FT. DRAFT FWD ZO ' - o

KG 27.1 5 FT. TRIM LEVER, AFT (i.4. FT. DRAFT AFT a "'- (0 %01

GM i4.o5 FT. MOMENTTO TRIM I" 4'74 FT. TONS

CORR. FOR F.S. " \7 FT. TRIM IN INCHES, AFT '77,51
GM AVAILABLE 3,. 86 FT.

GM REQUIRED FT.

Fig. 17. Stability & Trim Calculations, At Sea

7
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OIL CARGO S W BALL. DIESEL OIL FRESH WATER

OIL CARGO 8 S. W. BALLAST
CAPACITY L JG. %UL TN K. G. L C. 6. FREE

SPACE CU. FT. V.C . G % FULL TONS KT. L .. SURFACE

NO I PS 41,731 25.25 228.S
NO I C 67,958 25.25 228.5F

NO0. 2 P 71,352 5-5 9 .
N 2 C 89.284 25.25 193 5F
NO 3 PBS 89,335 25.25 153.5F
NO 3 C 89,396 25.25 1 5 3.5 F_ _

NO 4 PBS * 691,670 25 251 13.5 5 8 2
NO 4 C 89,396 25-25 3.5F
NO 5 PBS 92,120 25.25 73.5F
NO 5 C 89,396 25.25 7.S F

NO 6 PBS 92,120 25.25 335 F '18 2679
NO. 6 C 89.396 25.25 335 F
NO 7 PBS 92,120 25 25 6.5A
NO 7 C 89,396 25 25 6.5A
NO 8 PBS 91,861 25-25 46.5A

NO 8 C 89,396 25.25 4 65A

NO 9 PBS 91,126 25.25 86 5A
N 9 C 89,396 25.25 86,5A
NO 10 PBS 87,976 25.25 1 26 5A
NO 10 C 89,396 25. 25 1 26-5A
NO I I PBS 78,301 25.T5 1665 A
NO II C 50,899 25.25 15 7.5A

ITOTAL 1,85Oo 21 5 14-5 25 25 73.4;:

TANKAGE

CAP'Y- TONS K.G L.C.G. COND- FREE CONTENTS -TON VERT LONG'L
TANK 98

0 ICp/l1 I0% ITION SURF. MOM. MOM.
NO. 00. FW S.W. FT. FT. % LOSS. 00. F.W. S. W.

FOREPEAK 497T20 21 _ _4R_

D.T NO I PBS 980 22 293 F

DT NO 2 PBS __ IQ37 22 248.5F __1Z_'

D8 NO I PBS 208 3 236.5A

0.8 NO. 2 ATH. 110 4 286.5A _20

REACTOR RM COFF+H 222 1 6 205 0 22
DIST WATER PBS 78 4 5 300.5A 716
FRESH WATER 102_ 56 245A [01

AFTERPEAK 248 30 321A _246

TOTAL DIESEL OIL 22
TOTAL FRESH WATER 190
GRANO TOTAL =42. IO I

STABILITY a TRIM

-'CONDITION' L &GT BALLAST (CLEA K!>

SHIP' 38, DWT TANKER DATE 12 - 28 - 58 BY PATTERSON SHEE T 7 OF $

OMR O (PLANT

*THEsE -ANKS RESERV E FOR C.LEAtI4 BALLAST
*t E:5E L OIL PE R RM t E. ITLY S R [ IN R AC~TR ROOM

COF~eR.AMS ($ o f4 FrLLL.

Fig. 18. Loading, Oil Cargo & Sea Water Ballast, Light Ballast
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SHIP -39,OOO py/ TANKER DATE BY SHEET

OM R PO WER. PL ANT f-~24-57 PATTER S0N S OF
STABILITY AND TRIM CALCULATIONS oPOLT2ON

CONDITION

LIGHT_ L.L.AST (CLEAN)

oCSR C.G. ABOVE BASE C.G. FROM MIDSHIP SECTION

ITEM CONDITION AND LEVER VERT. MOM. FEET AFTER FEET FORWARD FREE
WEIGHT F. F.TOS AT MOMENTS FRD MOMENTS

TONS FT. FT. TONS AF FT . FORDSURFATOSFT. TONS FT. TONS

I G , 5H1P iiP IShk )0.4 3,0 18 41.5 49190
c w 4 EFFECT.S 75 53.0 3,975 1 6,5 83,7 3
sTo_ _S I a_ 75.0 1,350 110,0 21060
FRESH WATER 102. 56.0 57I2. 245.0 Z4,99o

V5T L EP WATER 78 45.0 3,5W 30o,5 23,-9
P. . IN REACTOF. R. COFFERDAM - 22. 16.0 3,552. 205.0 +5,510

_ E5EL. OI. IN >u.EB$DTT . 20 1.0 '20 2965 5,730
sALT WATER BALLAST 69 2.7 24.% 170,1051 /.32 '7 15,W61

60_o1)'57 715, 21

TOTAL - SHIP IN CONDITION 19'3Z,2.4/6548,412__ 63 I'2, 04

MEAN S. W. DRAFT 19' -- '." LCG, FWD 5 , 8 3 FT. LCF 3 2-4, 5 FT.

KM 5O. L 8  FT. LCB, FWD I 't .90 FT. DRAFT FWD I '- 0TB "
KG 2.41 FT. TRIM LEVER, AFT 9)"-07 FT. DRAFT AFT ___-_-____-

GM 22. 27 FT MOMENT TO TRIM I" 40 8 FT. -TONS

CORR. FOR F.S. FT. TRIM IN INCHES, AFT 4'..9 5II
GM AVAILABLE 2'2.. 2-7 FT.

GM REQUIRED FT.

Fig. 19. Stability & Trim Calculations, Light Ballast
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X. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS AND START-UP SCHEDULE

A. TYPE AND NUMBER OF PERSONNEL

The complement of an OMR-propelled marine tanker is similar to that for

a conventional tanker with an increase of only seven men over the total number

in the regular crew. Table 17 is a manning table of the estimated crew with a

total of 53 personnel.

TABLE 17

SHIPS COMPLEMENT

Summary:

Deck Department 19
Engine Department 25
Stewards Department 9

Total Operation Crew 53

Deck Department:

Master 1

First Officer 1
Second Officer 1
Third Officer 1
Jr. Third Officer 1
Radio Officer 1
Health Physicist 1
Boatswain 1

A. B. Seamen 6
Ordinary Seamen 3
Deck Maintenance Men 2

Total 19

Engine Department:

Chief Engineer 1
First Assistant Engineer 1
Second Assistant Engineer 1
Third Assistant Engineer 1
Jr. Third Assistant Engineer 1
Jr. Engineers 3
Reactor Operators 6
Electronics Technician 1
Chemistry Technician 1
Electrician 1
Chief Pumpman 1
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Pumpman-Machinist 1
Oilers 3
Wipers 3

T otal 25

Stewards Department:

Steward 1
Chief Cook 1
Second Cook 1
Assistant Cook 1
Utility Man 1
Messmen 4

Total 9

B. PERSONNEL DUTIES AND QUALIFICATIONS

As only a few of the crew have duties that differ from those of a crew on

a conventional tanker, this section is limited to the engine department with the

exception of the health physicist.

It is estimated that 25 men will be necessary to operate and maintain the

OMR shipboard propulsion system. Table 18 is an organization chart for the

Engine Department. Three operating crews, each comprised of five men, will

be required to operate the reactor and engine compartment. Standard maritime

practice of four hours on watch and eight hours off will be followed. The main-

tenance and handling crew of nine men would normally work a day shift only with

the exception of fuel oil transfer, emergencies, and reactor refueling operations.

No relief crew as such is provided and hence all members of the maintenance

crew should be familiar with the reactor and ultimately trained in its operation.

As it is anticipated that any radioactive repair and maintenance work will either

be of a minor nature or accomplished in dry dock, a watch health physicist has

not been provided. The ship's health physicist assigned to the deck department

will always be on call and together with the chemistry technician, will be able

to handle routine and emergency monitoring.

The eight technically trained members of the engine department should

have the regular training and experience required by the Maritime Administration

for crew members on a typical tanker of this size. In addition, the engineers

would receive a series of lectures, observation periods, and on-the-job training

programs in order to adequately supervise and operate the reactor system.
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TABLE 18

ORGANIZATION CHART FOR AN OMR SHIPBOARD

PROPULSION SYSTEM ENGINE DEPARTMENT

Engine Department (25)

Chief Engineer

Operating Crew A (5) Maintenance and (9)

2nd Asst. Engineer (1) Handling Crew

Jr. Engineer (1) 1st Asst. Engineer (1)
Reactor Operators (2) Electronics Tech. (1)
Oiler (1) Electrician (1)

Chemistry Tech. (1)

Operating Crew B (5) Chief Pumpman (1)
Pumpman Machinist (1)

3rd Asst. Engineer (1) Wipers (3)
Jr. Engineer (1)
Reactor Operators (2)
Oiler (1)

Operating Crew C (5)

Jr. Asst. Engineer ( (1)
Jr. Engineer (1)
Reactor Operators (2)
Oiler (1)

The reactor operators probably will not be maritime personnel, but will be

recruited from existing land-based reactor installations. Their normal duties

will be to operate the reactor controls from the main console panel in the reactor

control room and operate the reactor auxiliary equipment, such as the moderator-

coolant purification unit. They should have a minimum of a high school education

and several years experience in the operation of atomic reactors and related

equipment.

The electronics technician will have the duties of routine preventive and

corrective maintenance, trouble shooting, and calibration of equipment such as

the nuclear reactor power control system, nuclear instrumentation, process

instrumentation, potentiometer and null balance type recorders and indicators,
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speed controls for DC motors, and radiation measuring instruments. His quali-

fications are a thorough knowledge of electronics from such sources as electronic

institutes, military, maritime, or navy schools, college or university, or on-the-

job training. In addition to this training, the job would require about three years

experience at nuclear installations, process plant, refineries, naval-military-

electronics, etc. The ability to evaluate schematic network diagrams is important.

The chemistry technician will be required to perform water and certain

hydrocarbon analyses, various chemical analyses, and to assist the health

physicist in routine radiation monitoring techniques. His qualifications would

probably be a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering with little or no experience.

The chief pumpman, pumpman-machinist, oilers, and wipers will have the

same basic qualifications as required in normal maritime practice, and their

duties would be very similar to those on a conventional tanker.

The health physicist, nominally a member of the deck department, will

have the duties of making radiation measurements prior to and during work by

operations or maintenance personnel, routine radiation surveys, radiological

safety surveys, personnel monitoring program, radiation instrument standardi-

zation and calibration, routine and emergency radiation procedures, and special

radiation measurements during reactor critical assembly and trial runs. His

qualifications will be a bachelor's or master's degree in engineering or physical

sciences with mathematics through differential equations and some nuclear

physics. At least two years experience is required as a health physicist at an

installation that uses a large amount of radioactive material. If special post-

graduate health physics training has been received, the experience requirements

may be reduced to one year.

C. TRAINING PROGRAM FOR SHIPS COMPLEMENT

Approximately one year prior to commissioning the ship, the following

ships personnel should be sent to the site of the Organic Moderated Reactor Ex-

periment at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho for a period of 6 months.

Chief engineer 1
Assistant engineers 4
Junior engineers 3
Reactor operators 6
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Electronics technician 1
Chemistry technician 1
Health physicist 1

Total 17

These men would first be presented with a series of lectures for a period

of four weeks concerned primarily with nuclear physics and reactor technology.

Upon completion of the reactor technology lectures, these men should be instruc-

ted on the OMRE systems and on the OMRE operation in a 2-week training which

would include demonstrations, reactor models, flow diagrams, and tours.

Following the OMRE systems lectures, the personnel would undergo 3

months of on-the-job training at the OMRE site. Operating personnel would be

assigned to shift duty with regular OMRE operations personnel; the first assistant

engineer would be assigned to the maintenance crew. The electronics technician

would work in the instrument shop and the health physicist and chemistry technician

would be attached to their respective units.

During these individual assignments, regular weekly discussion periods

would be held for the group in order to provide an opportunity for questions and

to check on the training progress. In some cases, a special series of training

programs would further prepare each man for his duties.

Once the on-the-job training program has been completed and the engineers

and operators have been thoroughly checked out in the actual operation of the

reactor and have qualified for an operator's license, another series of instructions

would be held for two weeks. During this period the OMR Maritime personnel

would be briefed on the design, the layout, and the systems of the ship reactor

plant. At this point in the training and orientation program, the ship's personnel

who have been at the OMRE would be sent to the shipyard to follow final construction

and installation of the reactor and propulsion systems.

Following the completion of reactor installation, personnel would be sent

to the shipyard to supervise the preoperational and criticality tests, which would

run on a three-shift basis from the time the reactor is turned over to the operations

group. The ship's personnel would participate in these tests to the fullest extent.

During the last two weeks prior to the preoperational testing, the entire ship's

complement would undergo an indoctrination and health physics program to acquaint
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them generally with the nuclear aspects of the propulsion system and the health

and safety measures that are taken at a nuclear installation.

It is conceivable that by the time the training program outlined in this sec-

tion is ready to be put in effect, a full scale Organic Moderated Power Reactor

such as that proposed for Piqua, Ohio will be in operation. In this case, the

training program should be conducted at such a site.

D. PRE-NEUTRON TESTING, CRITICAL ASSEMBLY, POWER OPERATION,
AND SEA TRIALS

The testing of the reactor and auxiliary equipment and sea trials of the ship

should take approximately five months and should be conducted in four phases as

follows:

Phase I Pre-Neutron Testing 4 weeks

Phase II Critical Assembly 2'weeks

Phase III Power Operation 6 weeks

Phase IV Sea Trials 8 weeks

1. Phase I - Pre-Neutron Testing - The purpose of the pre-neutron testing

is to conduct acceptance tests and checks in order to verify the operability and to

establish operational parameters for reactor components, auxiliary equipment

and service systems. A description of equipment to be tested, specifications of

said equipment, and testing procedures will be prepared by the operations person-

nel and should be supplied in the pre-neutron testing manual.

The pre-neutron tests will take approximately one month on a three-shift-

a-day basis. Fourteen engineers and scientists will be required to supervise

these tests. The ship's engineering personnel should perform as much of the

testing as possible. It is assumed that prior to this testing period, the fitting-

out of the ship will be complete and there will be no interference by construction

or other ship's personnel with the reactor and auxiliary equipment.

2. Phase II - Critical Assembly - Following the pre-neutron tests will be

a period of two weeks in which the critical assembly will be built and final checks

made on auxiliary reactor equipment that will not interfere with the critical

assembly. The same group of supervisors and ship's personnel will participate

in this phase.
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3. Phase III - Power Operation - The third phase of testing the reactor

will be to bring the reactor slowly up in power until full design conditions are met,

and all the necessary mechanical, physical and radiological conditions of the re-

actor and its various systems are measured and checked. During this testing

period, power produced by the reactor will be dumped to the main condenser and

rejected to the sea water cooling system. These tests will be conducted by the

fourteen supervisory personnel and ship's engineering personnel. The tests should

take a period of approximately six weeks on a round-the-clock basis. Phase II,

III, and IV will be outlined in detail in an operations manual to be supplied by

the reactor manufacturer.

4. Phase IV - Sea Trials - Following the successful completion of the

previous 3-month reactor testing program, the ship will be ready for sea trials.

At this point the testing personnel will be reduced to seven men. It is estimated

that approximately 2 months will be required for sea trials of the ship and pro-

pulsion mechanisms. At the end of this period the ship should be ready for its

maiden voyage.
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20. Main and Auxiliary Steam (JJH -261-106)

21. Electrical Load Analysis (JJH-261-301)

22. One-Line Electrical Diagram (JJH-261-302)

23. Auxiliary Exhaust & Bleed System (JJH-261-107)

24. Main & Auxiliary Condensate & Feed (JJH-261-108)

25. Main & Auxiliary Circulating Water (JJH-261-110)

26. Diesel Oil Service System (JJH-261-112)
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1 REATORI STEAM GENERATOR
3 NU EHCATR !
4 SEPARATO
s PRIMARY COOLANT PUMP !
G AUILIARY COOLANT PUMP
7 SM1LcO COOLAT PUMP

10 SHIELD COLANT HEAT EXCHANGE !
11 AUILIAY COOLANT STEAM GENEMATUR

12 AUXIIAY COOL~AT TAM SEPARATO
13 PRIMARY COOLANT EPANSION TAPIR

I4 PRIMARY COOLANT HOLD-UP TAN
I7 S19LO COOLANT EPANSION TAN
7 FUEL HANDLING CRANE
IS FUEL HANDLIN COFFIN

20 M. .TR N
21 L.P. TUN
22 THROTTLE VALVE MANIFOL
23 MAIN REDUCTION GEAR
"4 TAKE-HOME MOTORS 2
20 MAIN ENGINE CONTROL 1 GAE OARD
2 LO DER
ET SNIPS EVICE TURBO GENATOas STAND-Y 01919EL GENRATOR 2
29 MAN WITCMBGRD
30 MOTOS B T RANSFORME RS COTROL CE NT E
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33 MAIN CONENSER
34 MAWG CONDENSATE PUMP 2
3 WIN AR EJECTOR

3 MAN CICULATIN pump
37 GLAN LAK-OFF EXAUSTE
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31 LUSE OIL SRVCE PUMP
GO LUE OIL COOLER a
4 LUE OIL GRAVITY TANK !
4 LURE OIL SETTLIG TANK
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N sHIP' SRVICE AR RECEIVE
90 OESL STARTING AIN RECEVR 2
M CONTROL AR eKlvR1
Si SMIP' S TORS KRI09eRATIO COMESSO8R 2
NSHIsuP' SSTOIES RERIGERATIOi CONDENER 2
M GRIPS STORES REFIGERATION RECEIVE
90 AN COslomMINe COMPIASOR 2
fl AIN CONTON0ING COMUNES R2$2 AIR CONDITIONING RECEIVE 2

93 AGR CONIOING CILLED WATER PUMP 2
94 AiN CONDITIONING WATER CHILLE

90S CUT TLE BUTT

9 ANKAINE,COLING WATER PUMP

9G DIESEL OL TRASFE PUMP 2
I0 DIEEL OIL PUIFIRI

102 STAND-KY DIEELLGENEATOR DIEEL Ot TGn

,04 ENGIE ROM VENTILATION SUPPLY 4

100 ENGINE ROOM EHAUT VNTILATION 3
106 AT PUMP ROM DIPLY VENTILATION
107 AFT PUMP ROOM EGWAUT VENTILATION
109 REACTOR ROOM VETILATION 2

Ilt
113 ELECTRCAL TOOL 1ECH
114 ENGINE9n$ WOR ENCH
115 WASTE LOCKER 3



ISO 0Si-

ii

It
K

NATEE

+ I 670*

I -I

615

P,670

--- 1,0 50

II , 1 315*
j / I I A C. 61

-

IC MAIN Al

F. EMP S I rJ

4,5001

RAIN COOLER

.GLAND LEAK-OEF
CONDE NSER

IEJlECTOR

TURBINE

R _ 425 PSIA 14,6N60

EXTERNAL

MAIN STEAM FROM DESUPERHEATER FEERATER
TO ATMO REACTOR RODM --- NE ATER

2,l,735#/N1 VALVE TO OPEN WREN
435 PSIA 143" 1515 PRESSURE IS BELOW40.SPRIA 37 PSIA
50 c--- 2630F.
1292h FEED WATER TO 201. 130/M AUGMENTNG

REACTOR ROOM 336 F.

TO ATMOSPHERE SET AT35 P31G 715 BACK PRESS. vALVE7
SET AT 5 PSIG0 -0SET AT 45 P1 A.

750rA
A -

WARN G 0 
AN, 6 ISOPSE

016,960 of
WINDLASS O 5 PSIGSUPS{

V. P. FEED A 7000 HL
WINCHES WATER HEATER MI PUP 20R20

TURN.r
SHIPLOHEATINGLEK750O 1 GLA1D 3A

FI GAL LEY B DOMESTIC G.L L O0F --. AI C
Bo F. W. HEATING 600 201,62WR0SE AC 4ST 2ND- - RENATOCT-. - -,* EFF EFF.

-o BUTTER WORTH 0 EEOE

rEA.ERDFUFLEEF
FIRE O BUT TERiORTH 550-7, o5

PUMP_____ _ H. P. TURBINE -. L. P. TURBINE

ORT FEED POMP -T AT

0* 137,92 2 PS

CARGO O'L TANK 0 .__-.. __,d STRIPPING PUMS14,500A

CARGO 0;L HEATING 0 EMERGENCY DUMP LINE

MAI-N C E EONDENSER

L100E:0 VAC. 29.5"N.

A I10,93S.W. D RAINM COOLE R MA KE 154 J 4,933=_
MOEOILtIG FILTER

L I lMD

OPERATING CONDITIONS

SHAFT HORSE POWER
SUPERHEATED STEAM FROM REACTOR ROOM
SUPERHEATED STEAM TO MAIN THROTTLE VALVE
WATER RATE MAIN TURBINES
VACUUM L.P. TURBINE EXHAUST
TEMPERATURE OF SEAWATER
BLEED FROM ER TURBINE
BLEED FROM CROSSOVER
BLEED FROM L.P. TURBINE
GENERATOR LOAD (1500 KW)
AUX. EXHAUST
FEED RETURN TO REACTOR ROOM

20,000
435 PSIA 580"F.
425 PSIA 575 F.
7.86/SNP

135 PSIA 1209 h
39 PSIA 1129h
8 PSIA 1042h
1200KG
37 PSIA
336' F.

LEGENDNOTES -
I.GENERATOR TURBINE EXHAUSTING TO MAIN CONDENSER

2. ALL FLOWS ARE IN LBS. PER HOUR MAIN STEAM
FEED B CONDENSATE
AUXILLIARY STEAM
BLEEDER STEAM
EXHAUST STEAM
VENTS, DRAINS S GLAND LEAK-OFF

MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP

PRESSURE REDUCING STATION

EMERGENCY DUMP LINE

Dwg. 16. Heat Balance
Normal Full Power

001 OI C TURBO
14,6

DRAIN COLLECTING -
TANKi., 14,500II

Q + CONDE SE R RMAKE

170,2 S*

(SECURED)

r

N

- ,

-t-
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OPERATING CONDITIONS

SHAFT HORSE POWER
SUPERHEATED STEAM FROM REACTOR ROOM

SUPERHEATED STEAM TO MAIN THROTTLE VALVE

WATER RATE MAIN TURBINES

VACUUM L.P. TURBINE EXHAUST

TEMPERATURE OF SEA WATER

BLEED FROM H.P. TURBINE

BLEED FROM CROSSOVER

BLEED FROM L. P. TURBINE
GENERATOR LOAD (1500 K w) 80 %
AUXILIARY EXHAUST

TEMPERATURE OF FEED RETURN TO REACTOR ROOM

LEGENDNOTES -
1. GENERATOR TURBINE EXHAUSTING TO MAIN CONDENSER.

2. ALL FLOWS ARE IN LBS. PER HOUR.

22,000
435 PSIA

425 PSIA S

7.94 /SHP
28.45" H q.
75 F

150 PSIA h

43.3 PSIA h
8.9 PSIA h
1200 Kw

40.5 PSIA

343' F

-- -
MO----

M/ M -

MAIN STEAM
FEED AND CONDENSATE
AUXILIARY STEAM

BLEEDER STEAM
EXHAUST STEAM
VENTSDRAINS B GLAND LEAK-OFFS
EMERGENCY DUMP LINE
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP

PRESSURE REDUCING STATION

Dwg. 17. Heat Balance Maximum Power 22,000 Horsepower

- -- - - -- -- ----- I7,300 175 F.

IG 19300

EREPRAL
MAIN STEAM FROM DEWPERIDATER L

TO ATMO REACTOR ROOM E ATER10HET

22,275#/XFEED WATER TOLVE TO OPEN WHE4
435 PSIA PRESSURE IS BELOW 40.5PSA 26 F0B 43 SAREACTOR ROOM}26

33 F. /Nt 712lY A 27 I. AUGMENTING

-1# DRAIN COOLER

-TO ATMOSPHERE SET AT 3 PSIR BACK PRESS. VALVE
-SET AT 45 PSIA.

SET AT 5vPSIa 0O 0 I .- o0{LAND LEAK-OFF
CONDEN[R

WARPING 0/O
WINCHES 

7
9 I J

0*419 1 5OSG11 0k
WINDLASS r R n I

-3 PSG .P. FEE1o SURPLUS
wlNHESWATER EATE T2 D pSSG EMAC

7420 T-. C >- MAIN A2EJECTOR
SHIP% HEATING GLAND

VALLEY B DOMESTIC W00 LEAK-OFF --

e000 F.W. HEATI *85 22,6.L540EJECT. 16,73_- -1
- -1REACTOR ROOM ST2NBy-PS- A

0 1 OE FF. E FF. -TURINE

-AT.TEERWORTHE 

F . 00

I RE N RAT TERwORm 213 45*-
P P .P. TURBINE L.I. TURBINE +_

PONT FEED MP ET ATLVE

CARGO OL TANK A..2PSIG4 UG O

CARGO OL EATING EMERGENCY DUMP LINE 14,500DRAIN COL ECTING 14I$
ICMAINECONDENSERI--C N ER A .

f1Los{[B 100# 0VAC. 2B.5" Hq. MAA EODSERD)

eJ100 l 1 Of UP SECRD

S. W. DRAIN COOLER A KMEAUEPE5400A E..

DEOILINOFILTERO 30-S-I-0- J

L P.T 300* 90- F. _ MO
TAN.......K ~- y- .

AUX. AIR

(SECURED)



100F 24 i00 |VENT COND.

- --- - - -J- 6,170 171' F.

F -
"-'- .-.---- ,-

hII 16 14,140-

E7 TERNL ~ -DEAERATING
EAITERNA FRMARVALVE TO OPEN i P.FE

HAI STEAM FROM DESUPEREENPRESSURE FEED WATER EE
REACTOR ROOM IS BELW40.5PNIA NEATER a
229,880/1. 765I 36 PIA

435 P51A AUGMENTING 26t*F./
560* F. E WATER TO * 2,500 r-

I # 4 E 1292 h REACTOR ROOMa05 
ANCOE

!ET AT 8 PAI8 AT 35 PSIG } 33' F TAC PRESS. VALVE ANC LE

2995d GLAND LEAK-OFF

33- 

-- 
CONDENSER

I WAR PING O# *T, 2- 0WINCHES,4S*E 
0I

0010SI, 
0O0WINDLASS O0SI

- 5PGN.P. PEED 
___

a RNMC.EEIWATER NEATER PUMPOW

0 w C S1 MN-WMwII Al EJECTOR

SHIP'S~ EATIN 800 PRS TO w AN METND~~COE

- ECO 
T 2 ND MT-PA SO PU ANOF. EF.UtNIL P EM

2740274 

-677955

PUlAP -N. P. TORMINE TLR. P. TORGME , -

PARGO OEEL TAR 
PA

2 PSIGRTURE

II BU--ER-O-T. 24- 
-0-s136,06 -, GIE

PUEPERGENCY M.M P.LTUEBINE L.CPLLECRBINE

-- ACRG ['L AAENTIAr

SMAIN CODNE ONRENMERL 
.D J ." -t.--- -A-E M3,Ca4Eo r

GDEOLIMNG FILTER .. 300.A..

L- O OL EATNG* 
-GRAN OL *N

OPERATING CONDITIONS

SHAFT HORSE POWER

SUPERHEATED STEAM FROM REACTOR ROOM

SUPERHEATED STEAM TO MAIN THROTTLE VALVE

WATER RATE MAIN TURBINES

VACUUM L.P. TURBINE EXHAUST

TEMPERATURE OF SEA WATER

BLEED FROM H. P TURBINE

BLEED FROM CROSSOVER

BLEED FROM L.P. TURBINE

GENERATOR LOAD (15001Kw)
AUX. EXHAUST
FEED RETURN TO REACTOR ROOM

19,800
435PSIA SBO'F.

425 PSIA 575' F.

7.86 /SHP

28/E " H8
75* F.

133 PSIA he 1209
38PSIA h=1129

8 PSIA h= 1042

1200 KW

36 PSIA

333' F.

NOTES -
I. GENERATOR TURBINE EXHAUSTING TO MAIN CONDENSER.
2. ALL FLOWS ARE IN LBS. PER HOUR.

LEGEND

MAIN STEAM
FEED INCONDENSATE
AUXILIARY STEAM

, ** - BLEEDER STEAM
-~ -- , -- EXHAUST STEAM
- - ----. . VENTS, DRAINS A GLAND LEAK-OFF

MD MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP

PRESSURE REDUCING STATION
-r'- EMERGENCY DUMP LINE

Dwg. 18. Heat Balance Normal Power Plus Butterworthing

-0'

AUN. AIR
EJECTOR
(BEER ED)



T TO PSGR

30,000

II RNR

EX TERNAL
0a ~ ~~MN STEAMRM DESUPERHEATER 1

TO ATMO REACTOII ROOM A _ 1 4,990

-78,.7740F-

, -e--FEED WATER TO

yf REACTOR ROOM
TO ATMOSPHEREG 32300 2690

t STRIPPTRO 3PU PSIEEGRTRUPLR

SET AT S PSIG f

ARPIN

--. IoLASS1

O MOO3___P._FEED_
WINCHES OWAT E R EATE

SHIP'S HEATING C D I
GALLEY & DOMESTIC

F W. HEATING 80 34100 8
II I REACTOR

BUTTERWrORTH O0
HEATER

-FRE IS eUTTERWORin 0

PUMP M

PORT FEE0 PMP

CARGOOIL K 0-I- f _

O BO CARO OI HEAING 1 BOEMERBENCY DUMP LINE *

S. W.ORAIN COOLER
DEOILING FILTER

Si,eoo

OPERATING CONDITIONS

GENERATOR LOAD (1500KW) 66% LOAD

WATER RATE TURBO GENERATOR

VACUUM AUX. CONDENSER

TEMPERATURE OF SEA WATER

AUXILIARY EXHAUST

SUPERHEATED STEAM FROM REACTOR ROOM
STEAM TO GENERATOR TURBINE
TEMPERATURE OF FEED RETURN TO REACTOR ROOM

ISO PSIG

R d 4 240 

PUMP . .

2

980KW

12.52*/Kw
5 PSIA

5 0 
F.

25PSIA

435 PSIA- 560 OF.
425 PSIA- 575 OF.
240 F.

4290

I .P UQNE

NOTES -

.GENERATOR TURBINE EXHAUSTING TO MAIN CONDENSER.
2.ALL FLOWS ARE IN LBS. PER HOUR.

---.~"~- a O e

LEGEND

MAIN STEAM
FEED AND CONDENSATE
AUXILIARY STEAM
BLEEDER STEAM
EXHAUST STEAM
VENTS,ORMNS S GLAND LEAK - OFFS
EMERGENCY DUMP LINE
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP

PRESSURE REDUCING STATION

Dwg. 19. Heat Balance Port

-lo
Ou |rET ONDO

- - - - - --- -- 13 90 148 F

6 690~---

DEAERATING

FEED WATER 
-L FEDFEDVALVE TO OPEN WHEN NEATE 41 NEATER

PRESSURE ISBELOW40-5 PSIA OS PIA

AUGMENTING 40 240F4
- - 240*

.-- e-240 
RAIN COOLERBACK PRESS. VALVE

SET AT 43 PS1A. 0-

* GLAND LEAK-OFF
-- -- -. =2 SL.CONDENRE R

I O0,00075,590

10 SPSIG L R f W

;> ~ ~ ~ ~-X H. 0l-IIAC 0/

L--IC.AD=O MAIN AIR EJECTOR
LI G(10DI SECURED)

-0 LEAKOFFIr-- l . 1190.100
O ---F ----1'?

1T RD RE ST D BYCASGOIPI F. CEF UEIOIL PUMP

. I I ,--. 

TURBINE

ROUBLEEFF.E P. O 29*,0

L.P. TURBINE Ow
r. VALVE

ET ATE 1
PSIG 41 TURBO

A--1 - H I,400 :MERATLE

RRAIN COLLECTING 12,300

MAIN CONDENSER 
TAN 

CMEE, AUSECURD)VACO 
PSIA

M *AE UP J . 2 U k - I A "lo .I
MAEU J-s - _70 O J

--- I -

_0 "*7s.s9O 40 f
ORTOSO R

-

GLANS LEAR-OFF
TO NEAREST VEST EX.

- 2000/M

V

AU0. AIR
EJECTOR

CARGO OIL HEATING
5LDRAINS

--

.. D-



PORT FEED PUMP MAIN FEED PUMPS

/MAIN STEAM FROM
REACTOR ROOM
AS4S5 A. GOV.CONTROL GOV CONTROLPSL.VALVE VAV580 *OF VA ALVE .

TO MAIN$AUX
CONDENSERS

CONDO. SET ATI10RS .S.
PUMP

EMERGENCY INTER CONNECTING N.NEDON
PIPING TO BE PROVIDED FOR OPERk GAGE BOARD
-TING EITHER THE H.P OR L.P X- L. P G
TURBINES SEPERATELY WW TURBINE

PRESS. RED VALVE--4 RsP
TO HANDLE EXCESS.
STEAM PRESS.TRANSIENTS

UNLOADING VALVE- -
SEATAO~.

MOUNTED ON RMGAGE BOARD
THERM TEST

DISTANT READING WELE
THERMOMETER

425 PSIA EMERGENCY DUMP P
STSF LINE TO MAIN$AUx CONORE MOUNTEDON

ASTE RN
THROTTLE VALVE w AHEAD THROTTLE VALVE. ENG. ROOM

GEBRD

ST RAINER
GUARDING VALVE -DRAIN

TURO

PORTABLE
EMER. STEAM LINE

SYMBOLS

DM GLOBE VALVE

W GATE VALVE

0P PRESSURE GAGE.

aq THERMOME t

S- EauJE w s.

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED VALVE

DE GATE VALVE, LOCKED OPEN

MAIN MACHINERY

EXTERNAL DESUPERHEATER

40 FIRE f BUTTERWORT"
PUM P I

FEED PUMP RED.VALVE
DISCHARGE SEAT 50 P5.16

REG. VALVE E GO V.
SET AT 2000F CONTROL VALVE |

R.V. S ET AT

BUT TER WOR TH 160 P5.1..
HE ATE R

TO MAIN AIR EJECTOR .
TO AUG AIR EJECTOR .

TO DECK MACHINERY

TO 01ST AIR BILGE BALLAST

EJECTOR PUMP-FWDPUMP ROOM

STEAM

GENERAL SERV K ENGINE ROOM TO WHISTLE-
PUMP BIL6E PUMP HEATIN C

TO STEAM -..
SMOTNERI NO

TO TANR CAIRE f
SYSTEM

RED. VALVE
SET AT 35 PS.1.G.

R.V.5ET AT (O-
45E&

TO SEACHESTS -C-3

TO.WHIEATER - .
TO GALLEY

CONSTANT SERVICE

TOIMEATING SYSf
I NTERMITTANI J

SERVICE

TO L.O. PURIFIER
HEATERS ----

ROOM

NOTE

PIPING MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS TO BE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SCHEDULE OF pIPINGA MATERIALS M.A.DM/G S48-O-I

AUGMENTING STEAM
TO AUX. EXHAUST MAIN

REACTOR

ROOM

GOV CONTROL
VALVE

CARGO OIL
PUMPS

GOV CONTROL
VALVE

/ F CARGO OIL
STRIPPING PUMPS

.- BILGE PUMP

AFT PUMP ROOM

Dwg. 20. Main & Auxiliary Steam

1

I-A
C03
C4

-0r



AUXILIARY PER H
_ _ AXHIIt5A RP RATED TOTAL

1 PRIMARY COOLANT PP I t 5 170
2 SXI .XcXOLANTPUMP t S 10

S COOLANT M^KrAUP PUMP 1s .0
4 AUXILIARY COOLANT PUMP Izo2 to

S STILL I6.AM^T6OI9C. PLUX. .S .a
6 CoOLANTTRAs9R~ PuMP 2 .5 .0

7 INST. COOINGeRXRC. PUP I I
RIR5LPI.PUMP - - t 5  -

9 MT TANK AOTNTRR 1 - A
Io a=ATNO-conTR.C~WT<R NO.1. 4
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Dwg. 2 1A Electrical Load Analysis
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LOAD SUMMARY
MAIN TURBO-GENERATOR 1875 KVA-2400 VAC- 3$4- 60N~

NORMAL SEA LOAD NORMAL PORT LOAD
LOAD MAXIMUM MAXIMUM

TOTAL LNTINU0US TOTAL CONTINUOUS
KW KW KW KW

REACTOR - STEAM SECT 1008.2 798.0 1008.2 798.0

MAIN PROPULSION 185.5 124.9 53.6 53. .

SHIP SERVICE 208.1 64.5 169.5 51.5

VENTILATION 110.7 110.7 113.2 113.2

DECK MACHINERY 50.4 7.6

WORKSHOP 5.7 . 5 . .

GALLEY 0 PANTRY x.5.9 24.9 42 17.9
MISCELLANEOUS 15.1 10.1 15.1 10.1
LIGHTING r(9.1 4..7 79.7 5..5

POWER-EMERGENCY 52.09 32.09 1.89 1.89

I.C. - EMERGENCY 8.14 8.14 2.04 2.04
LIGHTING - EMERGENCY 5.52 4.63 5.48 4.44

RADIO 4 RADAR 3. S6 1.98 1.8 .18

TOTAL 1770.111 1236.64 1510.91 1114.05

EMERGENCY LOAD SUMMARY NON-PROPULSIVE

EMERGENCY GENERATOR 100 KW-450VAC-3$-60^-

SEA LOAD PORT LOAD

LOAD MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
TOTAL CONTINUOUS TOTAL CONTINUOUS

POWER - EMERGENCY 32.09 32.09 1.89 1.89
I.C. - EMERGENCY 8.14 8.14 2.04 2.0 4

LIGHTING-EMERGENCY 5.52 4..3 5.48 4.44
RADIO 4tRADAR -EMERGENCY 3.36 1.98 1.8 .18

TOTAL 49.11 46.84 11.21 8.55

__T- WHEN THE OCCASIONAL LOADS ARE U ED THE TOTAL
CONTINUOUS K.W. IS 63.6 (SE #45.59 (PR

GENERAL NOTES
I.- IN CASES WHERE '"B.H.P. WAS NOT AVAILABLE FULL H.P.

RATING OF THE MOTOR WAS USED IN ORDE1 TO CAL-
CULATE THE "'K.W. PER UNIT

Dwg. 21B Electrical Load Analysis

135

I.C.BAT TERIES LOAD SUMMARY 24V.-60A.Ht(EACH)

SEA LOAD PORT LOAD
LOAD MAX. AMPS. MAX. AMPS;

ENGINE ORDER TELEGRAPH .5 .15
(POWER PALURE ALARM) 5

GYRO COMPASS 15
(POWER FAILURE ALARM) .15 -

RUDDER ANGLE INDICATOR 5 .15
(Po ER FAILURE ALARM) .

GENERAL ALARM 5.97 5.97

TOTAL X.42 6.42

LOAD SUMMARY- EMERGENCY

MAIN DIESEL GENERATORS (2) 1000 KVA- 2400 VAC - 3 -60-.

SEA STARTING - EMERGENCY PROPULSION
LOAD EMERGENCY

MAX. TOTAL CONTINUOUS MAX. TOTAL CONTINUOUS
K.W. K.W. K.W. KW.

REACTOR -STEAM SECTION 670.0 518.2 320.0 168.2
MAIN PROPULSION 174.4 115.0 729.6 693.7

SHIP SERVICE 10.2 5.6 216.4 69.2

VENTILATION 91.2 56.4 115.2 75.9
DECK MACHINERY - - 50.4 7.6
GALLEY & PANTRY - - 63.6 24.9

MISCELLANEOUS - - 12.4 10.1

TOTAL 945.8 695.2 1507.6 1049.6





TO GN.NT PANEL

EMER. EN. TO K. OKR. TO RKR.
DIESEL - GE N. 1WE 6 B -TrDBAR GEN. HTR. K GEN. HTR. "K I GEN. HTR.

DIES G EN. E. NO.I GEN TUR B D[EEL'- GEN. GEN. NO.2
~ 0.Kw .PFG EN. 00Kw C.PF
2400 V.-3 4 125vC 1500 KWAPF 2400V. -SD

EXC. 2400 V. - 3I~

EMERGENCY SW1TCHBOARP -_------

DISRBUTINPAAE.

- - - -I--I-- - - - - ---

4l 400:0 3 4 40 4040 500
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l0 if F nO F F 4 W d
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120-230V HEATING CONTROL CENTER N.1 5VMTRCNRLCNE O 5V OO OTO ETR2,
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t A- GATE VALVE

D4- GLOBE VALVE.
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Dwg. 24. Main & Auxiliary
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